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Directed by:

Bloom

(1981)

argued

counter factual marker hypothetical
no distinct
signal
that

and

into

lack

of

a

counterfactuality
behavior

of

Professor Jerri Willett

that English has a salient
the subjunctive to express

implicational meanings whereas Chinese has

lexical,

entry

the

grammatical or

realm.

linguistic means

to mark

in Chinese

To

to

He suggested

influences the cognitive

speakers of Chinese:

stories

intonational device

the counter factual

reason counter factually.
presented

1989

they are

less

likely to

test his hypothesis,

he

featured by counterfactuality to both

English and Chinese speakers and compared

responses

counter factual

questions.

experiment was

that his American English subjects scored

significantly higher
interpreted his

The overall

their

result of his

than Chinese subjects.

findings as evidence for

the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis:

language

v

to

Bloom

the weak

influences

form of

thought and

linguistic differences entail corresponding cognitive
dif ferences.
This dissertation intends to demonstrate,
survey of literature and
informants,

through a

interviewing of native Chinese

that although Chinese does not have a syntactic

means equivalent to the subjunctive in English to mark
counter factuality,
hypothetical and

it does have lexical devices to express

implicational meanings.

In addition,

there

are contextua1ization cues such as stress, pitch and
intonation that make counter factuality explicit. The fact
that some Chinese were reluctant to respond to Bloom's
hypothetical questions as he had expected may not be a
reflection of differences in cognitive processes, but rather
a reflection of differences

in cultural values. Data

collected for this dissertation also indicate that
differences

in linguistic categorization are not necessarily

paralleled by cognitive differences.

The educational

implication of this dissertation is:

to be a competent

speaker

in any language it is not sufficient only to learn

linguistic forms.

It is essential to learn the culture and

social norms of a particular society and the use of language
in contexts:

topic,

setting and participants

communicate appropriately and effectively.

in order to
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Statement of
The

the problem

issue of different treatment of counter factuality

in English and Chinese was
The

linguistic

language on
discussed,
and

thinking

of

thought;

A study

in China and West

in

(1981) ,

H.

the

Bloom

in

impact of

in which he

by comparing ways of expressing counterfactual

implicational meaning

how language
differences
(p.

shaping

first proposed by A.

influences
suggest

in the

two different languages,

thought and how linguistic

"cross-cultural cognitive differences

13)
Bloom made his

initial

observations

when he was designing questionnaires to
abstraction

in political

thinking

(p.

questions he asked Chinese-speaking
was:

"If

the Hong

requiring

react?"

won't."

13)."

One of

subjects

Kong government were

of

The

their activities

responses were:

Then he asked

implication:
law,

"measure levels of
the

in Hong Kong

to pass a law

that all citizens born outside of Hong Kong make

weekly reports
you

in 1972 - 1973,

"If

how would

the

the Hong

to

"No,

the police,
it can't,"

same question with

or

how would
"No,

the past

Kong government had passed

you have reacted?"

1

Again,

it

his Chinese

such a

subjects
on

answered:

to explain:

let us
were:

"I

imagine

"But

the government hasn't." Bloom went

know the government hasn't and won't,

that

it does or

"We don't speak/think

it did..."

that way,"

but

The responses

"it's unnatural,"

and

"it's unChinese."
A similar example was provided by a
who once served as an

interpreter

friend of Bloom's

for a Taiwanese citizen

a New York Court.

The Taiwanese had outstayed his visa,

he had planned

leave

made

the

following

tomorrow,

the country the next day.

comment:

leaving

be deported."

tomorrow,

but

I'm

judge asked:

deported,

the

tomorrow.

tried

in vain

deported,"
deported

and

as

threats:

you

replied:

"If you have to be
to?"

The

to convey the hypothetical meaning

the Taiwanese became more and more frustrated.

the questions

"I

Don't worry,

where would you wish to be deported

translator
and

if you do not leave,

The Taiwanese was confused and
I'm leaving

Then

The judge

This was translated as:

"But what do you mean?
leaving."

but

"If you weren't leaving

you would be deported."

know you are
will

to

in

"If you don't leave,

"if you are deported,

He

took

you will be

where do you want

to be

to?"

Bloom seemed
responses

intrigued by the Chinese speakers'

to such hypothetical

and

implicational

statements

that he assumed American English speakers would not have had
difficulty

in

reasoning and comprehending.

contacts with Chinese

subjects,

he

2

found

Through more

that the Chinese

learning
in

English have

trouble understanding

the English language.

research

It

(p.

try

to

To

(p.

remarked:

in class

answers

into

I have been unable to

English at Taiwan National

"You know,

we Chinese are not used

as you Americans are - when I

that way, my students quickly become

to

this problem,

in English and Chinese

counter factuality.
grammatical

mean?

16) . "

find

differences

entry

English grammar

the counter factual

speak

confused

what does 'would have1

17)1" A professor of

University once
to using

a professor of Chinese

"One second,

is one aspect of

grasp

Once when he was speaking about his

in counter factuality,

literature asked:

the subjunctive

In

the English

structure -

analysis of Chinese,

a salient

the subjunctive signals

realm,

confirmed by

to study

in expressing
language,

the use of

the counter factual

Bloom set out

whereas "a grammatical

interviewing of both

Chinese monolingual

speakers and

English bilinguals,

yields a very different picture of how

Chinese
(p.

15)

Chinese
jiu

treats

implicational

native Chinese,

and counter factual

Instead of a distinct grammatical
use specific particles

(then)

to mark

observations,

jiaru

the

sentences

structure,

Based on

these

following assumption.

...the Chinese language has no distinct lexical,
grammatical, or intonational device to signal
entry into the counter factual realm to indicate
explicitly that the events referred to have
definitely not occurred and are being discussed

3

the

(falsely assuming)

implicational meaning.

Bloom made

Chinese-

and

for the purpose only of exploring the might-havebeen or the might-be (p. 16).
Bloom further remarked that the lack of a distinct
marking

for the counter factual

in Chinese is not merely a

linguistic fact, but it has significant cognitive
consequences as he commented:
...the suggestion that Chinese speakers have not
been led by their language to construct schemas
specific to counter factual speech and
thought... would imply that Chinese speakers might
be expected typically to encounter difficulty in
maintaining a counter factual perspective as an
active point of orientation for guiding their
cognitive activities (p. 22).
To test his hypothesis, Bloom presented counterfactual
stories

in English and Chinese to American English and

Chinese speakers. By asking contrary-to-fact questions, he
tried to compare how the two groups understood the
implicational meanings.

The overall result of his test was

that his American English-speaking subjects scored much
higher

than the Chinese speakers.

The theoretical extension of Bloom's study was to
reinstate the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis:

language influences or

determines thought and linguistic differences entail
corresponding cognitive differences. Bloom contended that
those who argued against the hypothesis "overreacted to
Whorf" and

interpreted Whorf's ideas in their extreme forms.

While discussing the relationship between language and
thought, Bloom tried to reformulate the question

Do

linguistic categories exclusively determine thought?"

4

into

"When and

in what ways do

thought?"

and

linguistic categories shape

reformulate the question "Do categorical

differences across

languages necessarily entail

corresponding cognitive differences?"
i-ff®^ences entail
(p.

into

"Which linguistic

corresponding cognitive difference

3)?"
Discussion of counterfactuality

involves

in

this dissertation

two problems:

1.1.1 The

theoretical problem

English has

subjunctive

forms

to express contrary-to-

fact meanings whereas Chinese has no distinct syntactic
device

to mark counterfactuality.

Does

this difference

affect cognitive processes as Bloom suggested?
In

the

first place,

an analysis of natural discourse

Chinese will demonstrate
lexical

items

meanings.

syntactic device
Apart

from

that Chinese does have salient

to express hypothetical and

Semantically,

extralinguistic

lexical elements,

factors:

topic,

there are

(pitch and stress)

setting,

participants which help people comprehend and
counterfactua1ly
How,
speakers

then,

the

in marking counterfactuality.

contextualization cues such as prosody
and

implicational

they are just as effective as

in English

syntactic or

in

and
reason

in both English and Chinese.
do we account for

of Chinese and English to

questions Bloom asked?

the different responses of
the hypothetical

This dissertation will argue that

5

these different

responses could be caused by different

cultural values and communicative rules
use of counterfactuality
1.1.2 The educational
It

who

in different social contexts.

problem

is generally acknowledged

English

ijs a difficult aspect of

does

not use a

speakers
forms and

to

lie

in

the

language

the

but

of Chinese are not
the adding

teaching

in actual

of

using

the Chinese

Their

first

language

familiar with the change of verb

of modal auxiliaries

the

Therefore,

subjunctive

in context

the subjunctive

Perkins

As

for Chinese

language.

the

(1983)

to express

traditional approach

is concerned with form,

fact, meaning - different

counterfactuality
and

form.

in

syntactic device to mark counter factuality,

counter factual meanings.
to

that the subjunctive

study English as a second/foreign

difficulty seems

that constrain the

functions of

is essential

in comprehending

in English.

commented:

The primary concern of linguistics is with
linguistic form. Although semantics is clearly of
central importance in any study of language, the
analytical strategy most often used by linguists
is first, to isolate a class of formal items on
distributional grounds, and only then to attempt
to characterize them semantically.
This dissertation will
counterfactuality
the

are different,

recommended

the semantics of

in English and Chinese are the same but

linguistic devices used

meanings

show that

that will

to express counterfactual

instructional approaches will be

combine structures with

6

the

functions

of

the

and/or
1•2

subjunctive

in English with emphasis on hypothetical

implicational meanings

General

background of

in different contexts.

the study

For over half a century the study of language
relation

to

thought and culture has been a

and controversy
early as

in

for

1931,

social

scientists and

in

topic of
linguists.

interest
As

Edward Sapir maintained:

The relation between language and experience is
often misunderstood. Language is not merely a more
or less systematic inventory of various items of
experience which seem relevant to the individual,
as is often so naively assumed, but is also a
self-contained, creative symbolic organization,
which not only refers to experience largely
acquired without its help but actually defines
experience for us by reason of its formal
completeness and because of our unconscious
projection of its implicit expectation into the
field of experience (p. 578).

Later,
view,

Benjamin Lee Whorf

assuming

categorizes

that

the

(1956)

developed Sapir's

the symbolic system of

thought of

its

language

speakers:

The categories and types that we isolate from the
world of phenomena we do not find there because
they stare every observer in the face. On the
contrary the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic
flux of impressions which have to be organized in
our minds. This means, largely, by the linguistic
system in our minds (p. 212).
As Whorf's
interpretations,

ideas have been open to various
Roger Brown

Lenneburg's analysis as

(1976)

summed up Eric

follows:

A. Structural differences between language systems
will, in general, be paralleled by nonlinguistic
cognitive differences, of an unspecified sort, in
the native speakers of the two languages.
7

B. The structure of anyone's native language
strongly influences or fully determines the world¬
view he will acquire as he learns the languaqe
(P. 128) .
These

two

relativity and
Since
attracted
and

the

tenets are also known as
linguistic determinism.
1940's

linguists seemed
in

of attention.

Some anthropologists

to agree with the notion that

linguistic

actual differences
world.

the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis has

a great deal

differences

linguistic

structure are associated with

in ways of perceiving and conceiving

Kluckhohn and Leighton

(1946) ,

for example,

the

stated:

The Navaho tongue is so radically different from
ours that an understanding of Navaho linguistic
structure is virtually a prerequisite to
understanding the Navaho mind (p. 28).
On

the other hand,

in a different way.

some critics examined

Hoijer

(1954)

the question

argued:

If the thought world implies as we have said, the
existence of significant connections between
language and the rest of culture, how are we to
account for the fact that peoples very similar in
the rest of their culture speak languages that are
wholly unrelated, and that closely related
languages are frequently spoken by peoples very
different in the rest of their culture (p. 102)?
Whorf cited examples

to show that the Eskimo

have many different words

to distinguish different kinds of

snow and English has only one,
different
perceiving

linguistic
the

snow.

forms
For

languages

so he suggested

result

this,

that

in different ways of

Brown

(1958)

commented:

There is evidence to indicate that the speaker of
English can classify snows as the Eskimo does.
Whorf himself must have been able to see snow as
8

Eskimos do since his article describes and
pictures the referents for the words (p. 23)
One experiment conducted by psychologists
Whorfian hypothesis was color codability.
to

the color domain,

that different

were

shown

speakers),

twenty-four

one at a

responses were
codabi1ity
from

to

refer
They

to

of

twenty-four
(all

The subjects'

is applied
suggest

(1954)

test colors

native English
reaction

time and

Brown and Lenneburg used

the

term

the property projected onto colors

found

that colors close

a category have high codability,
of

it

Brown and Lenneburg

subjects

time.

recorded.

language.

center

the

languages categorizing colors determine

test of color memory:
to

test

the Whorfian hypothesis would

different degrees of perception.
conducted a

when

to

the category are

to

the center of

whereas colors

low on

the variable,

far

from the

and colors

lowest codability always happen within an area

transitional

between

two

regions.

As

the experiment was

conducted within one linguistic community,
the Whorfian hypothesis
languages may project

it did not answer

that people using different

linguistic meanings onto reality

in

different ways.
A cross-cultural
(1972),
tribe

who applied a color

test to subjects of Dani,

in New Guinea who have a

Dani give
would

investigation was made by Heider

the same color name

limited color

lexicon.

a
The

for what English speakers

classify as different categories such as brown,

orange,

and red.

Although

the Dani could name
9

fewer colors,

the colors
that

they remembered best were the same focal colors

the English-speaking

recognised most easily.

subjects of Brown and Lenneburg

Thus,

this experiment demonstrated

linguistic universality rather
Kay and
two

Kempton

samples of

distinct color
speakers

(1984)

subjects:

than linguistic relativity.

developed

test by selecting

English speakers who have two

terms of green and blue and Tarahumara

in Northern Mexico who use

for both.

the

According

to

the same term siyoname

the Whorfian hypothesis,

colors near

the green-blue boundary would be readily recognised by the
English,

while Tarahumara speakers would

judge because of

lacking

that although an

identical

judged

as

less

Tarahumara

find

lexical distinction.

the conclusion

Rather,

the difference seems

degrees

of exposure

to

that

than by

lexicon determines
to lie

the different colors.

environment of a people.
(1984)

As

the evidence

is

for

thought.

in experience -

the vocabulary of a given language effects

as

result was

it can hardly serve as the basis

drawing

Kay and Kempton

The

to

set of blue and green colors were

similar by English speakers

speakers,

it hard

the

In other words,

the physical
still unclear,

could only summarize their experiment

follows:
The case seems to be first, that languages differ
semantically but not without constraint, and
second, that linguistic differences may induce
non-1inguistic cognitive differences but not so
absolutely that universal cognitive processes
cannot be recovered under appropriate contextual
conditions

(p.

77).

10

In recent years,

there have appeared

the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.
while attaching
cultural

importance to

universals,

different

For example,

re-evaluations of
Slobin

the study of

(1979),

linguistic and

also reminds people of

the effects

languages and cultures may have on one's world

outlook:
The fate of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis at the
present time is interesting: today we are more
concerned with linguistic and cultural relativity.
Chomsky has suggested that Whorf was too much
concerned with surface structures of languages,
while on their deeper levels all languages are of
the same universally human character. Cultural
anthropologists are moving out of Western culture
to cross-cultural studies, in an attempt to
understand general laws of human behavior and
development. Perhaps in an age when our world has
become so small, and the most diverse cultures so
intimately interrelated in matters of war and
peace, it is best that we come to an understanding
of what all people have in common. But at the same
time, it would be dangerous to forget that
different languages and cultures may indeed have
important effects on what people will believe and
what they will do (p. 185).
In

1981/

A.

Instead of using

H.

Bloom opened up a new line of

lexicon,

he selected

research.

the use of

counterfactuals between English and Chinese speakers
test of

the Whorf hypothesis.

languages.

of counter factualityr
questions

to compare

one case,

while 98%

As

the

He presented American English

speakers and Chinese speakers with stories
respective

for

in

their

the stories contained many examples

he asked
their

the

two groups of

understanding

and

subjects

reasoning.

In

of American subjects gave counter factual

11

responses,

only 55% of counterfactual

responses came from

the Chinese.
Bloom assumed

that the Chinese

language does not have a

structure equivalent to the subjunctive
affects cognitive processes -

in English and

the Chinese are less

that

likely

to

reason counter factually.
1•3

The

theoretical

framework

The

theoretical

framework

dissertation consists of

that

informs this

two models:

communicative competence and

the model of

the model of cultural

competence.
1.3.1 Communicative competence
Traditionally,
system composed
grammatical
sentences)
words).

(inflections,

lexical

Language

process of

items

learning,

learning

elements

(phonemes),

phrases,

clauses and

(function words and structure

therefore,

is considered a

the structures of a particular

A different view of

language

system of communication and
treated

is viewed as a structural

of phonological

units
and

language

that linguistic

as part of a general

communication and culture.

is that language

in which

defined by Hymes

the

(1972)

is a

theory should be

theory incorporating

Learning

a language

to communicate appropriately and effectively
community

language.

language

is used.

in

is

to

the speech

This ability

as communicative competence.

acquire communicative competence means
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learn

is
To

the acquisition of

both knowledge and ability for the use of language with
regard to:
A. whether

(and to what degree)

something

is formally

(and to what degree)

something

is feasible

possible;
B. whether

in virtue of the means of implementation available;
C. whether
appropriate

(and to what degree)

something

(adequate, happy, successful)

is

in relation to a

context in which it is used and evaluated;
D. whether

(and to what degree)

something

is in fact

done,

actually performed, and what its doing entails

1972:

181).

(Hymes

As far as counterfactuality is concerned, contrary-tofact statements will be examined
possibility,

in terms of the

feasibility and appropriateness of their use in

particular social contexts.
In analyzing social contexts,
introduced by Hymes

(1964)

the following terms

will be applied to the use of

counterfactuality in English and Chinese:
A.

Speech event:

a speech event "is restricted to

activities or aspects of activities that are directly
governed by rules or norms for the use of speech
1972:

(Hymes

35)." This dissertation will provide a detailed

discussion of two speech events:
before the Select Committee and

Oliver North's testimony
interviews with Chinese

informants.
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B.

Speech act: a speech act "represents a level

distinct from the sentence

(Hymes 1972:

37)it is the

minimal unit of communication such as asking a question,
giving a warning and making an assertion.
C. Components of a speech act:

the participants,

the

setting, message form and speech channels, etc.
Effective communication requires not only grammatical
knowledge, but also sociolinguistic knowledge - how people
interact

in a speech community - "a community sharing

knowledge of rules for the conduct and interpretation of
speech

(Hymes:

1974:

37)."

1.3.2 Cultural competence
The concept of cultural competence was introduced by
Keesing

(1974), who defined

it as the individual model of

the society's culture and sociocultural performance.
other words,

it is "the overt manifestation in the physical

world of underlying cultural competence...
engaging

It is real people

in real behavior - transactions, events, and

exchanges

(p.

Culture,
A.

In

19)."
then, can be viewed at two levels:

The society's level

As Goodenough

(1961)

commented:

A society's culture consists of whatever it is one
has to know or believe in order to operate in a
manner acceptable to its members. Culture is not a
material phenomenon; it does not consist of
things, people, behavior, or emotions. It is
rather than an organization of these things. It is
the form of things that people have in mind, their
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models for perceiving, relating and otherwise
interpreting them (p. 167).
As human beings live in particular societies,

their

behavior

is governed by social norms which they have to

observe.

This dissertation will discuss special

communicative rules which reflect the organization of the
beliefs, custom and behavior of people in particular speech
communities .
B.

The

individual level

Although "culture consists of standards for deciding
what is...,

for deciding what to do about it, and ...

deciding how to go about doing

it

for

(Goodenough: p. 522) ,"

it

does not mean that all people behave in the same way and
abide by the same standards. Differences in occupation,
education,

sex,

age,

and character often cause differences

in patterns of behavior.

Examples in this dissertation will

show that different responses to the same hypothetical and
implicational questions may be a reflection of individual
differences as

in the case of the two informants

interviewed.
This dissertation will also use the concept of schemata
which are abstractions that serve as a basis for organizing
information.
processes

Some schemata are universal such as general

in perception and language acquisition shared by

all human beings;

some schemata are cultural:

they are

shared by members of particular societies such as rules for
behaving appropriately in specific cultural events.
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Linguistic schemata are considered a subset of cultural
schemata which
given

include phonological and

syntactic rules

in

languages.
In

this

applied

study,

the theory of cultural

to an analysis of

the counterfactuals

English and Chinese cultures to
represented

in

Finally,
included

in

schemata will be
in American

find out how they are

linguistic schemata.
introduction of cultural models will be

the theoretical

framework of this dissertation.

Cultural models are models widely shared by members of a
society
units

smaller

number
1987:

in which

"cultural

and

simpler

understanding

in construction and

than might have been supposed
35)."

The

is organized
fewer

into

in

(Holland and Quinn

theory of cultural models attempts to

analyze organization of cultural

knowledge that can explain

the generative capacity of culture and different models are
provided

to account

for

the presentation of different

cultures.
1.4

The

scope of

the research

In his discussion of
English and Chinese,
is a counterfactua1
the counterfactual
the

lack of a

Bloom

the use of counter factuality
(1981)

construction
realm.

focuses on whether
in a

results

in poor

that

in Chinese expressing

counter factual meaning equivalent
English

there

language that marks

He particularly points out

syntactic device

in

to

the subjunctive

counter factual
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reasoning.

in

Language,

as a communication system,

actually offers

many different ways of expressing counter factual
impiicatlonal meanings.

As Pollock

(1976)

and

pointed out:

There exist quite a variety of statements which
are in some sense "subjunctive."
Ordinary people
use counterfactuals all the time (p. l) .
In —he definition of
a

lie

lie.

Sweetser

is generally considered a

Coleman and

Kay

(1981)

(1987)

remarked

false statement.

indicated,

Or,

that

as

the three components of a

lie are:
A.

Speaker believes statement

B.

Speaker

C.

The

said

it with

statement

is

to be

intent

false

in

false.

to deceive.

fact.

But by certain cultural models Sweetser
the

social

function of

definition of a
is

shared

lie,

lies go

and

far beyond

their moral

suggested

that

the simple

justification

involved

cross-culturally.

A broader

scope of counter factuality could also

include:
Jokes,

kiddings and

Exaggerations,
Tall

tales,

Metaphor,
Lies

and

leg-pullings;

oversimplification and understatement;

fiction and

sarcasm,
other

and

fantasy;
irony.

forms of contrary-to-fact statements are

not necessarily marked by distinct syntactic

structures such

as

are some

the

subjunctive

examples

in English.

The

in English and Chinese:
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following

A:

He

is very kind and waves and

B:

Then he must be a presidential candidate.

A:

What do you

B:

Well,

Guest:

it

Hm,

to everybody.

the

food

(Understatement)

is delicious.

Forgive us

for

dinner.

(Modesty)

am so hungry that

(Joke)

thesis?

is...it was well-typed.

Chinese host:

I

think of his

talks

this poorly-prepared

I can eat a whole sheep.
(Exaggeration)

He
I

is a

lion

in battle.

love driving

at

(Metaphor)

this rush hour

in New York City.
(Irony)

He can't even put

None of
linguistic
pitch,

these

meanings.

This

situations.

together.

(Sarcasm)

featured by particular

although contextualization cues -

intonation and contexts convey

is

When

two

sentences are

structures,

stress and

two and

the
the

counter factuality,

it

use of counter factuality
subjunctive

forms are used

is called marked

implied

in unmarked
to express

situations.

This

dissertation will discuss both unmarked and marked
situations.

However,

study of conditional
in English and

the

it will

be concerned more with the

structures regarding unreal conditions

use of

functional
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particles

in Chinese

and

the contexts which add

counter factual and

to

implicational meanings.

similarities and differences
in

the two

languages,

culture will
cultural
1•5

values on

the

impact of

language use.

the

values,

study
language use

in relation

and
is

social

norms.
on

counter factuality
to

form and

The educational

the one hand,

speakers

intends

in

implication of

it attempts

their own ways;

assist Chinese students

function of

Major

to

linguistic

this

study

to enable non-

to understand how the Chinese treat

express hypothetical
1.6

that

but also an understanding of particular cultures

two-fold:

Chinese

to

this dissertation will demonstrate

communicate effectively means not only mastery of
structures,

the

relationship between language and

the discussion of

cultural

By comparing

in expressing counter factuality

be discussed with emphasis on

Purpose of
In

the comprehension of

on the other hand,

in

the mastery of both

the English subjunctive
and

it

forms

to

implicational meanings.

hypothesis

Unpredictable and contrary-to-fact conditions which
human beings encounter
counterfactually.
reluctant
do,

as

The

require

that

fact that the Chinese are sometimes

to use counterfactuals

pointed

they think and speak

in the way English speakers

out by Bloom, may not be a reflection of

different cognitive processes,

but an
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indicator

of peculiar

Chinese cultural values
communicative rules
1•7

from which are derived

important

speakers of Chinese have to adhere to.

Minor hypotheses
A:

Counter factuals are widely applied

to philosophical

reasoning, mathematical calculation and everyday occurrences
in both Chinese and
B:

English cultures.

In the English language a syntactic device -

subjunctive

is used

many different

to express counterfactuals,

functions and purposes other

the

which serve

than

supposition.
C.

In

the Chinese language,

although there

distinct syntactic device for counterfactuals,
contextual

clues provide unmistakable

allows

counter factual

for

D.
in

values
1.8

lexicon and

information that

thinking.

The different usage with respect

English and Chinese

is no

to counterfactuals

is partly due to different cultural

and different communicative rules.

Definitions
Counterfactuals
Counterfactuals are contrary-to-fact conditionals which

state

that

"if

something which

is not the case had been the

case,

then

something else would have been true

p•13) ."
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(Pollock:

Language
Language
meaning,

it

is seen as an abstract system for expressing

interrelates with social

speakers of particular communities.
different aspects of
syntax;

be a

In

this dissertation

language will be discussed:

contextualization cues

semantic value:

norms observed by

lexicon,

(stress,

syntax or

pitch,

morphemes;

etc.);

and

intonation - each could

semantic device to express counterfactuality.
Thought
Thought as

perception and

used

in the

following contexts refers

the conceptual

to

organization of experience.

Culture
Culture
which symbols
and

as

an

is considered both as a semiotic system

function to process and communicate meaning

idealized cognitive system,

beliefs and values
of

a

society.

group or

in

that exists

s system of knowledge,

in the minds of

individuals

Those values and meanings are also shared by a

society.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2•1

Historical background
Historically,

the theory of linguistic determinism and

linguistic relativity--linguistic symbols embody cultural
models and segment one’s world view—can be traced to the
early studies made by Boas
languages.

But

(1911)

on American Indian

it was Sapir and Whorf who first made the

formal assumption that speakers of different languages may
categorize their experience in different ways, known as the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.

Therefore, a review of literature

can justifiably start with Sapir's works:
introduction to the study of speech acts
of linguistics

in primitive language

from Sapir quoted by Whorf

Language - An
(1921), The status

(1931).

One passage

in The relation of habitual

thought and behavior to language

(1956)

could well sum up

his view on language and thought:
Human beings do not live in the objective world
alone, nor alone in the world of social activity
as ordinarily understood, but are very much at the
mercy of the particular language which has become
the medium of expression for their society. It is
quite an illusion to imagine that one adjusts to
reality essentially without the use of language
and that language is merely an incidental means of
solving specific problems of communication or
reflection. The fact of the matter in the
real
world" is to a large extent unconsciously built up
on the language habits of the group...We see and
hear and otherwise experience very largely as we
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do because the language habits of our community
^pSd134))Se °ertain choices of interpretation
Whorf's views on language and thought were mainly
expressed

in a series of papers gathered

thought and reality:
Whcn^f,

in Language,

selected writings of Benjamin Lee

edited by J.B. Carroll

(1956). This book consists of

three parts:
A. Whorf's empirical research on Middle American
linguistics which includes A Central Mexican inscription
combining Mexican and Maya day signs

(1931) , The punctual

and segmentative aspects of verbs in Hopi
discussion of Hopi

(1936)

and

linguistics;

B. Whorf's study on general linguistics such as
Linguistics as an exact science and Linguistics and logic;
C. Whorf's papers on language and thought, of which
notable ones are:
behavior

The relation of habitual thought and

to language

(1939)

and Language, mind and reality

(1941) .
Forward
are also

introduction

important,

the studies

(1955)

and

put

in

this collection of papers

because they provide the background

of Whorf and
it

to

sum up his hypothesis.

As Chase

the Forward:

Whorf was a profound scholar in the comparatively
new science of linguistics...Whorf, as I read him,
makes two cardinal hypotheses: First, that all
higher levels of thinking are dependent on
language. Second, that the structure of the
language one habitually uses influences the
structure in which one understands his
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to

environment. The picture of the universe shifts
from tongue to tongue (p. vi).
It can be argued, however,

that some examples may

support the Whorfian hypothesis, but others may prove to the
contrary.

As Hoijer

(1954)

pointed out, differences in

languages do not necessarily correlate with differences in
culture and thought:
The Navaho, who share a number of nonlinguistic
culture patterns with their Hopi neighbors, speak
a language (of the Athapaskan Stock) that is not
in the least related to Hopi (of the Shoshonean
stock)... The Hopi and the Hopi-Tewa (the pueblo
of Hano) offers a far better contrast. Here we
find two peoples, who, already sharing a general
Puebloan culture, have lived in close association
on Mesa since about 1700. Their languages,
however, are very divergent_The Hupa should be
studied and contrasted with the Navaho... Here is
an instance where two languages are indubitably
and closely related; both Hupa and Navaho are of
the Athapaskan stock. The nonlinguistic cultures,
however, are widely divergent (pp. 103-104).
Similar examples can be found in Chinese dialects.
Beijing dialect

(also known as Mandarin),

Shanghai dialect

and Cantonese are mutually unintelligible, but speakers of
these

three divergent

them,

share a common history and cultural heritage. For

instance,

their

world

Confucian notions
filial
the

piety and

"dialects,"

view

at

least the Hans among

is commonly

of benevolence,
self-restraint.

influenced by

royalty to authority,
Conversely,

people speaking

same dialect may have different ways of perceiving and

conceiving

the world.

Beijing dialect,

spoken by three ethnic groups
Hans,

the Manchus

and

for example,

is

in the city of Beijing:

the Huis.

The Hans are
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the

the majority of

the population while the other two minority groups are
culturally different from the Hans.

For one thing,

the

Manchus as hunters originally came from Northeast China.
They have never practised foot-binding, an aesthetic trait
which prevailed among the Hans for over one thousand years
until

the beginning of the century.

Naturally,

their

The Huis are Muslims.

lifestyle is different again:

they have

their own eating habits and independent beliefs and
religious ceremonies.
Obviously,

there is one aspect of the Whorfian

hypothesis that Bloom ignored:

languages are equally

effective in mediating thought in their own unique ways in
spite of differences in linguistic categorization. Chase
quoted

the following passage from Whorf as he considered the

essence of his theory of linguistic relativity:
There is no one metaphysical pool of universal
human thought. Speakers of different languages see
the Cosmos differently, evaluate differently,
sometimes widely. Thinking is relative to the
language learned. There are no primitive
languages.
Research is needed to discover the world view of
many unexplored languages, some now in danger of
extinction. Somewhere along the line it may be
possible to develop a real international language.
Some day all peoples will use language at capacity
and so think much straighter than we now do (p.
x) .
The above-mentioned passage in fact indicated the
significance of Whorf's studies:

to bridge language gaps

with a view to bridging cultural gaps.
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Carroll

(1956),

in his introduction to the book, also

pointed out that the collection "includes nearly all of
Whorf's writings which are pertinent to what he called the
principle of linguistic relativity, which states,, at least
as a hypothesis,

that the structure of a human being's

language influences the manner

in which he understands

reality and behaves with respect to it

(pp.23)."

Whorf's writings, especially those on a linguistic
analysis of Hopi, were meant to reveal the relationship
between language and thought.

One of his arguments was that

speakers of Indo-European languages should not take it for
granted that their language structures are shared by all
cultures.

The Hopi

language,

for example, seemed "irregular"

at the first glance, because it does not have distinct tense
forms and aspects of verbs as seen in Indo-European
languages.

But a closer study shows that Hopi has its own

types of verbal category. Whorf asserted that "there are no
primitive languages
a

(p.

x)" and that "the Hopi actually have

language better equipped to deal with...vibratile

phenomena than our latest scientific terminology

(p. 17)."

He went on to suggest that "a full awareness of linguistic
relativity might lead to humbler attitudes about the
supposed superiority of standard average European languages
and to a greater disposition to accept a 'brotherhood of
thought'

among men

(Carroll:

27)."
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Unfortunately, while trying to "reinstate" the Whorfian
hypothesis. Bloom based his analysis of language and thought
on Indo-European languages, and particularly the English
language.

English has a complex group of subjunctive forms

that enables speakers of English to reason counter factually.
Chinese does not have such a syntactic device,

so speakers

of Chinese might have difficulty in comprehending and
expressing counter factual meanings.

In the last part of his

book The linguistic shaping of thought, he further remarked
that the presence of the grammatical category of the article
in English prompts speakers of English to think on an
abstract level while the lack of the article in Chinese
forbids speakers of Chinese to grasp "the genetic concept."
In fact,

this is one big step backward from one of Whorf's

basic assumptions.

According to Whorf, differences in

linguistic categorization do not affect the effectiveness of
the communicative functions of languages and Indo-English
languages should not be taken as the model.
2.2 The color experiments
As McNeill

(1987)

pointed out, "a long standing

tradition has attempted to test the Whorf hypothesis by
utilizing color as the external reality and color vocabulary
as the linguistic variable
naturally occurs

(p.

179)." This is because color

in a continuum and its segmentation must be

a reflection of human mental processes.
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A general review of literature on color tests reveals a
process involving psycho-physiological and
linguistic/cultural factors.
One of the earliest color tests was conducted by Brown
and Lenneburg

(1954) , who compared colors within one

language - English. They presented between one and four
colors and after a short period of time, asked their
subjects to distinguish the colors in a large array of
colors covering all areas of the spectrum. The result showed
that the original or centering colors such as red, blue and
green are easy to recognize, or highly codable while colors
far

from the center of category such as a reddish color has

low codability.

This test does not have a direct bearing on

the Whorfian hypothesis - linguistic categorization might
alter a person's perception or memory of color.
In 1969, Berlin and Kay published their classic study
of basic color terms.

They found that English has 11 basic

color words: black, white,
purple, pink,
Nigeria)

red, green, yellow, blue, brown,

orange, and grey and Ibibio

(a language of

has only 4 basic color words: white, black,

and green.

red,

So there are four focal colors overlapping. By

examining 20 languages Berlin and Kay indicated that the
central colors of color categories operate the same way in
all

languages.

For example,

languages with two basic color

categories have black and white as best examples;

languages

with three basic color categories have black, white, and
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red;

languages with four basic color categories have black,

white,

red, and green or yellow.

This orderly sequence seems

to suggest linguistic universality rather than linguistic
relativity.
Heider

(1972)

also made a cross-cultural

investigation

of color categories by using the subjects of Dani, a tribe
of New Guinea as an example.

The Dani subjects recognized

fewer colors than English speakers, but they showed the same
relative peak of accuracy on focal colors. When Heider tried
to teach her Dani subjects new color terms,
the focal colors

they remembered

in English best.

A similar test was conducted by Lucy and Shweder
(1979) .

They compared English and Tarahumara speakers in the

recognition of blues and greens.

For Tarahumara speakers

there are no separate linguistic categories for blues and
greens and

it appeared that they were not as good as English

speakers at judging the two colors.
concluded that

However,

it cannot be

it is linguistic categorization that

determines cognitive processes.
According to McNeill(1987) :
The experiment leaves unclarified the question of
whether colors that have the same category
projected onto them appear more similar than
colors that have different categories projected
onto them (p. 183) .
in short,

all

the color tests so far have not

successfully responded to the Whorfian hypothesis. On the
contrary,

they seem to suggest linguistic and cultural
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universality and not linguistic relativity,

it could also be

argued that it is people’s experience that determines the
existence of color terms and not the linguistic
categorization that determines or alters one's experience.
As McNeill put it:
A predominant psycho-physiological factor would
make observation of linguistic/cultural factors
difficult to achieve. In a nutshell that sums up
the color tests of the Whorfian hypothesis:
"observations difficult to achieve" (p. 181).
2.3 Current literature
The most current literature directly related to the
discussion of language,
Bloom's work:

thought and culture is seen in

Linguistic shaping of thought:

impact of language on thinking

A study of the

in China and West

(1981).

This book consists of three parts:
A.

Introduction—Bloom reviews different reactions to

the Whorfian hypothesis from behaviorist psychology, the
philosophy of language tradition, Wittgenstein's challenge
to Whorf,

the structuralist school of American linguistics

and cognitive structuralism,

and then he puts forward what

he calls "a new infrastructure for language and thought."
Here an analysis will be made of behaviorist psychology
and structural linguistics and Bloom's theoretical
framework.
Behaviorist psychology acknowledges only observable
human behavior as against any mental processes.
consists

Learning

in responses of human beings to outside stimuli and
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reinforcement. This theory of learning
language learning as Skinner

(1957)

is also applied to

stated:

We have no reason to assume... that verbal behavior
differs in any fundamental respect from non-verbal
behavior, or that any new principles must be
invoked to account for it (p. 19).
Sharing

the views of behavior psychologists, American

structural linguists held that language is a system of
structurally related elements
sentence types, etc.)
a language,
elements.

(phonemes, morphemes, words,

for the encoding of meaning.

Learning

therefore, means mastery of those structural

Both behaviorist psychology and linguistic

structuralism emerged as an reaction against mentalism and
the mentalist approach to language teaching/learning such as
the traditional grammar -translation approach. But it was an
overreaction as it totally denied the cognitive processes
involved

in language acquisition.

Bloom's theoretical framework is based on that he
called

"a new paradigm": cognitive structuralism.

In fact,

the most influential linguist who argued against behaviorist
theory of language was Noam Chomsky, who maintained:
Language is not a habit structure. Ordinary
linguistic behavior characteristically involves
innovation, formation of new sentences and patterns
in accordance with rules of great abstractness and
intricacy (1966: 153).
Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an
ideal speaker-listener in a completely homogeneous
speech community, who knows its language perfectly
and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant
conditions as memory limitation, distractions,
shifts of attention and interest, and errors
(random or characteristic) in applying his
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knowledge of the languaqe in actual performance
(1965: 3).
What Chomsky emphasized wa s the abstract abilities
human beings possess to produce an infinite number of
grammatically correct sentences in a language.
Chomsky's theory,

Influenced by

the school of cognitive psychology, on

which Bloom based his research,

provided the following

assumptions:
There is a realm of thought or cognitive structure
separate from behavior, which mediates between our
perceptions of external phenomena and our
reactions to them, in which we represent to
ourselves information about the world, process
that information and plan our actions... this realm
of cognitive structure develops in interaction
with inputs from the environment but under
constraints, which at some level of specificity
have been preprogrammed by genetic factors... and
this realm of cognitive structure is separate from
language, beginning its development in the child
before the advent of language, providing in fact
the cognitive basis upon which the child acquires
language... (Bloom 1981: 10).
Bloom assumed that "if there exist cognitive structures
separate from language,

then just as those structures might

affect and hence be reflected in language, so might language
affect and hence be reflected

in them

(1981:

11)."

It should be pointed out that the interaction of linguistic
structures and cognitive structures involves culture which
mediates as a system of communication.

It is precisely the

cultural values which are deleted in Bloom's theoretical
infrastructure for his hypothesis. With regard to Chomsky's
"ideal speaker-hearer
community," Hymes

in a completely homogeneous speech

(1972)

argued:
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^.f,ave then to account for the fact that a normal
hiId acquires knowledge of sentences, not only as
grammatical but also as appropriate. He or she
acquires competence as to when to speak, when not,
and as to what to talk about with whom, when,
where, in what manner, in short, a child becomes
able to accomplish a repertoire of speech acts, to
take part in speech events, and to evaluate their
accomplishment by others. This competence,
moreover, is integral with attitudes, values, and
motivations concerning language, its features and
uses, and integral with competence for, and
a^titudes toward, the interrelations of language
with the other code communicative conduct
(pp. 277-278) .
Apparently,
not

incorporated

resulted

the concept of communicative competence is
into Bloom's theoretical framework and that

in the negligence of nonlinguistic factors such as

"attitudes, values,

and motivations"

in his discussion of

the use of counter factuality.
B.

The distinctive cognitive legacies of English and

Chinese
In this part Bloom first describes the reactions of his
Chinese informants to the counter factual questions he
raised. When he failed to receive expected answers, he
looked

into linguistic labels for counterfactuality in the

two respective languages.

He suggested:

English, like other Indo-European languages, has
distinct linguistic structures designed to signal
entry into the counter factual realm to invite the
reader or listener explicitly to shunt aside
reality considerations in order to consider a
state of affairs known to be false, not for the
purpose of simply pretending, but for the express
purpose of drawing implications as to what might
be or might have been the case if that state of
affairs were in fact true (p. 14) .
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His discussion is not merely limited to the use of
counterfactuality in English and Chinese. The theoretical
extensions are:

lack of certain linguistic categories

affects thinking on an abstract level. One example he gives
is

the use of the article in English as compared with the

lack of this grammatical category in Chinese.
He remarked that a child learning English first learns
to use the to refer to a particular object or objects.
ka*-er

r

he learns that the can represent a kind of objects.

Bloom compared the following two sentences:
The buffalos are disappearing.
The buffalo

is disappearing.

The first sentence refers to particular buffalos which
are disappearing, whereas the

in the second sentence

designates the genetic buffalo,

the species of buffalos,

if

no particular buffalo is mentioned.
As the Chinese language does not have the grammatical
category of the article,

Bloom made the following comment:

In Chinese, the situation is different. Specific
demonstrative adjectives and specific quantifiers
are used to denote distinctly the English "this
kangaroo;" "that kangaroo;" "these kangaroos;"
"one single definite or indefinite kangaroo;" "the
average kangaroo;" "several kangaroos;" and "all
kangaroos"... Chinese does not have any direct
means to specify that one is talking about a
theoretical kangaroo, by contrast to a particular
kangaroo or to all particular kangaroos (p. 35).
Bloom quoted the remarks of a Chinese professor as
follows:
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YOU know, English has a whole complex of ways of
talking, and hence thinking, on an abstract,
eoretical level, which Chinese doesn't have We
EnalLh
hthlSk m°re directlY-*-for my students of
Engiish, besides the use of the counter factual,
the hardest thing to master is the use of
articies-.-in fact, even most very good Chinese
bilingual speakers cannot use articles correctly
(pp. 35-36).
y
The Chinese professor conducted a test by asking his
wife how she understood the statement:
de dongwu."--Kangaroo(s)
animal(s):

is

(are)

"Daishu shi chi luobo

eat turnip(s)

of

Kangaroos are turnip-eating animals; kangaroos

eat turnips;

the kangaroo eats turnips. She said that she

was thinking of the plural kangaroos or all kangaroos. When
asked

if she ever

replied:

thought of a conceptual kangaroo,

"What do you mean by 'conceptual'

she

kangaroo? Either

you are talking about a single kangaroo or about all
kangaroos. What else is there?"
The same sentence was later presented to 100 students
of different degrees of English competence.

They were asked

if there was a conceptual kangaroo in addition to an actual
kangaroo or some actual or all actual kangaroos.

Only 41, or

37% of the subjects answer yes. Bloom used this example to
suggest that the lack of the linguistic category of the
article in Chinese affects thinking on an abstract level.
In fact,

as far as this very example is concerned,

expression of the concept in Chinese is more explicit.
us compare the following sentences:
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Let

A horse

is a useful

animal.

Horses are useful animals.
The horse
Ma

shi

The

the

youyong de dongwu.—Horse

first

referent
horses,

is a useful animal.

three

sentences have

is not a particular horse,
but

the genetic horse:

the

is useful animal.

the same meaning:
nor

the

some particular

"conceptual"

horse,

in

fourth Chinese sentence, ma—horse alone without any

qualifier makes

it absolutely clear

to any particular horse or horses.
referring

to

categories
itself

So

it does not

refer

is dongwu—animal,

the category of animals as against other

such as plants.

indicate

concept

that

Doesn't

that by omitting

the Chinese sentence

the confusing

a or

the,

the

is expressed more explicitly?

To distinguish concrete objects
concept Chinese uses a

from

the genetic

set of demonstratives and quantifiers

such as:
Zhepi — this:

Zhepi ma heng

you yong.—This horse

is

very useful.
Zhexie—these:

Zhexie ma heng

you yong.—These horses

are very useful.
Yipi — a,
All
if
shi
is

one:

Wo yao yipi ma. — I

need a horse.

normal beings can think on an abstract level even

some may not know what an abstract level means.
chi

luobo de dongwu,—Kangaroo

actually a

sentence at a higher
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Daishu

is turnip-eating animal
level

of abstraction.

The

use of

language to designate an object

involves both

concrete objects and the abstraction of

the objects.

Chinese child,

fei;—Bird can

yu hui

learning

you;—fish can swim,

concrete objects
child

to say Niao hui

in action and

learning English:

alone but
C.

is

etc.

seen

is

fly;

learning both the

the concepts.

for him,

For a

And

so

is a

a concept does not stand

in concrete objects.

The de construction

Bloom cited another

in Modern Chinese

example:

the de construction

in

Modern Chinese as compared with the possessive and
descriptive phrases and clauses

in English:

John's book - John de book
The man
Taipei's
is Taipei

I met on

the street yesterday

largest bank. — I

yesterday met on the

largest bank de manager.

yesterday on

the

is the manager of

street met de man

street de man

(It should be:
is Taipei

I

largest bank de

manager.)
Congress

just passed a

private cars and encourages
transportation.—Congress

law.

Then Bloom made

(people)

(Awkward

the

imposes a

tax

on

tax

on

the use of public

just passed

private cars and encourage
transportation de

law which

an

impose

use public

translation!)

following

comment:

The very fact that, in contrast to English, Chinese
descriptive clauses precede rather than follow the
nouns they modify, itself gives rise to some
interesting psycholinguistic consequences. As
result of such "left embedding," the Chinese
hearer/reader, by contrast to his English
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counterpart, must hold in memory the content of the
descriptive clause before he/she gains knowledge of
what it is that is being described--must code a
description, in other words, before constructing
the mental representation to which to subordinate
that description; and this processing burden seems
in turn to place severe constraints on how complex
subordinated descriptive clauses can become
(p. 42).

In the first place, Bloom is not aware that in Chinese,
descriptive phrases or clauses do not always precede the
nouns they modify.

There are basically three ways to handle

this:
1.

The de construction:

for shorter descriptive phrases

such as John's book--John de book;

the legs of the table—

the table de legs.
2.

Noun

(modifier)

+ noun: equivalent to the English

construction of a noun modifying another noun such as the
pig's head--pig head;
mattress;
3.
as:

I

the mattress for the chair--chair

the handle of the bicycle--the bicycle handle.

The use of another separate phrase or clause such

just met a man who looks like your brother. — I just

met a man, he looks like your brother.

(Nobody will say:

just met a looks like your brother de man.)

I

For the English

sentence: Congress just passed a law which imposes a tax on
private cars and encourages the use of public
transportation,

the Chinese word order

is not likely to be

"Congress just passed an impose tax on private cars and
encourage

(people)

use public transportation de law", which

sounds unnatural and clumsy.

Instead,
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the sentence will be

split

into

three parts:

Congress just passed a

private cars de

tax,

encourage

(people)

transportation.

"Left embedding"

shorter

impose

use public

is only one way of dealing

with descriptive phrases or clauses and
to

law,

its use

understandable groups of words.

So

is limited

the Chinese

hearer/reader does not necessarily have

to wait after

descriptive phrases and clauses

things

D.

Linguistic

functioning
In
and

of

the

they modify.

in the shaping and

thought

this part Bloom discusses

functioning

barriers

initiatives

for

long

of

language and

the

shaping

the cognitive repertories and cognitive

to cross-linguistic communication.

reiterates his assumption as

Again,

Bloom

follows:

Although the linguistic labels certainly do not
act as the medium in which we think, or act to
exclusively determine the way in which we think,
they do lead us to extend our cognitive
repertories in language—specific ways, to develop
many schemas through which we come to recognize
the world, store information about it and plan our
reactions to it that we would be unlikely to
develop without their aid (p. 74)
As

far as cross-linguistic communication

Bloom came

to

the conclusion

that "distinct

is concerned,

languages, by

labeling certain perspectives on reality as opposed
others,

act

(1)

to encourage

their

repertories of cognitive schemas
and

(2)

schemas

to define

for

their

they can make use of

speakers

to

to extend

their

in language—specific ways

speakers

that particular

to mediate
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their

set of

linguistic

acts and to establish explicit points of mental orientation
for giving direction to their thoughts

(p. 83)."

Bloom's approach is language structure based and he
relates linguistic structures to cognitive processes.
seems that he ignores the fact that meaning

It

in language is

expressed by language structures in particular contexts:
settings, participants , personal relations, and topics.
2.4

Criticisms of Bloom's hypothesis
Bloom's work:

The linguistic shaping of thought: A

study in the impact of language on thinking

in China and the

West has attracted wide attention since it appeared in 1981.
It was reviewed

in American Anthropologist, Journal of Asian

Studies and Contemporary Psychology.
David K.

Jordan

(1982)

from University of California,

San Diego, described Bloom's book as "a serious,
fascinating,

and provocative work,

sense of the critical experiment

from a mind with a good

(p. 747) ."

Convinced by Bloom's argument, he claimed:
Essentially, English speakers initiate and sustain
counter factual discourse easily, and Chinese
speakers sustain it with difficulty (p. 748).
Jordan is also
"large numbers of

in favor of Bloom's method by using

informants." As far as the results of

Bloom's experiment are concerned, he commented:

"The results

are not just statistically significant, but satisfying for
the main part

(p.

748)."
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Like Bloom,

Jordan

lacks an understanding of Chinese

culture.

He does not mention what types of speakers are

selected

for

the experiment nor does he comment on the

content and procedure of

the test.

quoted

think

"We Chinese don't

counter factual

reasoning.

in cognitive processes.
"It's unChinese"
particular

are ambiguous statements.

social

norms

and

modesty

"But

I

am not

after

(1982) ,

labeling

categorization,

to

some contexts.

he or

For Example,

she would probably smile
Here,

the value of

to enter comfortably into the

of psychology at Tokyo

sounds plausible,"

to develop a

that mode of

Professor

reviewing Bloom's book,

theorizing

speaker

in

the President."

"Bloom's

its

It could be the

realm.

Giyoo Hotano
University,

or

"If you were elected President of

forbids him or her

hypothetical

think that way"

in Chinese culture that constrain

what would you do?",

say:

to

interpret this as differences

"We Chinese don't

a Chinese were asked,

China,

that way" with regard

They

the use of counter factuality
if

Both Bloom and Jordan

thinks

as a

that

language can,

by

"either encourage or not encourage
labeled cognitive schema specific

thought."
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Hotano

(1982) ,

however, made

two observations:

A. Bloom does not prove that native speakers of
Chinese tend to have difficulty in
comprehending/utilizing the counter factual mode of
processing even when it is appropriate in their
own cultural context.
B. Bloom actually avoids discussing why the
Chinese language does not have a distinct marker
of counterfactuality. The implied interpretation
could be that the Chinese language is to some
extent less sophisticated than English and that
native speakers of Chinese tend to suffer a lack
of sophistication in thinking (pp. 612-613).
As a non-Chinese speaker,
Chinese

complex

a

its

speakers are

directly opposite
languages

In

if

system of

inflections

a

and yet

be discussed

there are no primitive

tense and aspect and yet

category of

the article.

as -s or -es

in Chapter
bear

7).

it does not have

How,
less

then,

can we

"sophisticated"

English? Chinese does not have
to mark

it has a whole set of

labeling do not

This goes

language such as Russian has a

than speakers of
such

that the more

the more

speakers of Russian are more or

thinking

noun,

is,

is

to one of Whorf's assumptions that

reality,

the grammatical

implies

in thinking.

are equally effective and

languages.
complex

What he actually

linguistic categorization

sophisticated

in

is not aware that the

language does have distinct markers of

counterfactuality.

tell

Bloom

the plural

terms of measurement

Differences

a direct

form of the

in linguistic

relationship to abstract

thinking.
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(to

Another
Institute

review of Bloom's work was by B.A.

for Humanistic Studies,

Elman of

Kyoto University

the

(1982)

He commented:
We are presented for the first time with
convincing arguments for the precise ways the
Chinese language does indeed influence thought. To
put it another way. Bloom's work demonstrates how
linguistic differences between Chinese and Western
languages are paralleled by important conceptual
differences (p. 813).
Elman also mentions
"why the Chinese

the

language did not develop forms

counterfactual ways of

thinks

to be

in

methodology

is concerned,

ignored:

occupation
setting

important contribution

the area of methodology.

first,

of his

there are

far as his

types of

language competence,

subjects and

second,

age,

context:

factors
education,
topic,

and paticipants.

series of

Au

(1983)

five studies using bilingual Chinese

of counter factuals.

Her

studies

included

which Bloom used and other examples,
different,
finding was

or

as

she claimed, more

story,

either

story

designed a
for

the Bier

the test
story

although with

idiomatic versions.

that bilingual Chinese showed

in understanding

Chinese

As

two

Contrary to Bloom's assumption,

in one

for

further explored.

that Bloom's most

may well be

Bloom

not discuss

speech or why Western languages did",

which Elman thinks needs
Elman

fact that Bloom did

in either

little difficulty

language.

In

fact,

the Chinese bilinguals performed better

than American English speakers did
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Her

in English.

in

Liu

(1985)

conducted

similar

Bloom's and Au's versions.
including
shorter

studies,

The result was

those who had been exposed

time,

using both
that his subjects,

to English

for a

demonstrated good understanding of

counterfactuality.
A general
or

literature shows

against Bloom's assumptions,
A:

Chinese
In

review of

the

the actual

in

to argue

for

sources are needed:

use of counter factuality

in different contexts

in English and

the two speech communities.

following discussion, direct sources will come from

interviewing

native Chinese

testimony before
B:

new data

that

the Select Committee of

An overview of

English and

the

informants and Oliver North's

the use of

the U.S.

subjunctive

use of counterfactuality

will be dealt with by reviewing

Senate.

forms

in Chinese,

in
which

English and Chinese grammar

books.
C:

Literature

related

to

language,

culture and

cognition with emphasis of contexetualization and cultural
values

on

the use of counterfactuality
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in English and Chinese.

CHAPTER

3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This chapter will

first review the various approaches

and methods adopted by Whorf
Bloom

(1981),

describe

Au

(1983)

(1956) ,

and Liu

Berlin &

(1985),

and

the methods and procedures used

Kay

then

(1969) ,
it will

to verify how

language use

is constrained by social norms and cultural

values as

illustrated by

is

the use of counterfactuality

in

English and Chinese.
3.1

The method
One of

used by Whorf

the major methods used by Whorf was the

comparative method.
of Hebrew,

he

According
roots

introduced

to him,

having

a

having

"A binary grouping

the

these

roots with

to refer

structure "in which all
be

reduced

elements

12)."

study of Nahuatl,

two consonants,
in one language,

few exceptions allocated
(p.

13)."

to the

He also used

type of

to

the

language

or nearly all of the vocabulary may

to a very small number

(p.

is a group of Semitic

this sequence

roots with but

"oligosynthesis"

the structure

the concept of binary grouping.

few certain kinds of meaning

term

studies of

in common a certain sequence of

containing all
and

In his earlier

He applied

of

roots or

significant

these two principles

Aztec and Maya hieroglyphs.
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the

Whorf made a

linute phonological, morphological and grammatical
m:

to

description of Aztec,
useful

terms such as

preoccupied with his

Maya and Hopi
"allophone."

conclusions.

of

shine

following

(p.

so

linguistic elements

(1956)

pointed out, Whorf cited a

roots which he believed contained

ideas of dispersal:

radiate,

he seemed

that he sometimes came to wrong

As Carroll

series of Maya

However,

idea of basic

conveying basic meanings

languages and proposed

be dispersed,

24)."

For

this,

disappear,

Sapir

(1933)

"all

sorts

spread,
made the

comment:

I am sorry, but I cannot honestly say I feel the
cohesiveness of the sa-set as clearly as you do.
"Sand," "white," "weave cloth," "much," and
"dislocate," for instance, on the basis of
fundamental "dispersal" seems to be a purely
subjective construction (p. 24).
Then Whorf compared English and other European
languages

(Standard Average European or SAE as he called

with genetically different
Hopi.

His approach was

interpretive"

it)

languages such as Navaho and

"synchronic,

(Lucy & Wertsch:

comparative-

1979).

For

example,

an American

differences

language structure such as verbal categories

as compared with English.
three assertions,
English

tenses

duration.

that Hopi verbs have

"translate, more or

113),” but

found out

less,

"they do not refer

the
to time or

They distinguish three different kinds of

information
distinct

(p.

which

He claimed

and

first

surveyed Hopi,
in

Indian language,

he

(p.

113)."

According

realms of validity:

anticipation of a situation,

to Whorf,

a reporting

statement,

and a general
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these are three

truth.

an

Whorf also attempted

to

"adduce evidence of behavior

variations associated with different language phenomena
(P•27) ."

Still

^ifferences
which

in

further,

he related

linguistic differences

thought by emphasizing

influences

the process of

the content of

to

thought

thought:

It was his belief that differences in thought
content and their corresponding effects on thought
processes and behavior in general would be
spectacularly revealed by comparison of different
language structures (p. 26).
Lenneburg
critics

(1953)

and Feuer

were among

of Whorf's methodology and conclusions.

criticized

the

differences

technique which Whorf employed

in language.

linguistic handling

insisted

the

Lenneburg

to demonstrate

He argued that differences

of an event do not necessarily

corresponding differences
He also

(1953)

that

in

the perception of

in

the

imply

that event.

"linguistic and non-linguistic events

must be separately observed and described before they can be
correlated,
applied
(p.

and

that the usual canons of evidence must be

in demonstrating any association between such events

28) ."
Another method

cited examples

used by Whorf was exemplification:

he

of American Indian languages to suggest that

linguistic differences between
reflect differences

in thought.

those languages and English
Exemplification can hardly

be a convincing method because different examples can argue
either
23,

for

Chapter

or

against his hypothesis

2) .
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(refer back to pp.

22-

3•2

Empirical
Berlin &

color

research by Berlin and Kay
Kay

terminology

(1969)

made a cross-linguistic study of

in more

their data were obtained

than 20 different
from native speaker

colors were shown to native
which colors were overlapping.

Their

the

languages.

color

terms,

color

lexicons

only

they

two color

color

By tracing
found

to be

Some
(1970)

in

the process of adding more complex
If a

language had

they would be black and white.

the

idea of

a

A third

fourth would be green or

through an evolutionary sequence.

objected

to

the notion of

sequence of any one

Berlin and Kay's

He and other

reconstructing

the

language from synchronic
Durbin

(1972)

test concentrated on a

regions of

Selby

the development of color

comparisons of many languages.

similar

the same way

researchers did not agree with their method.

vocabularies

historic

that

followed by blue and brown.

criticized

critics

find out

the historic development of

to be added would be red,

yellow

to

first finding was

in an orderly sequence.
terms,

judgment:

informants

central colors of color categories operate
all

languages and

the world and

argued

that

few geographically

there could be cultural

diffusion.
in any case,
testing

Berlin & Kay did deal with the problem of

the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis but they did not answer

the Whorfian question of
linguistic

linguistic determinism and

relativity.
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3.3

Methodology adopted by Bloom
Instead of

linguistic

the color

tests.

Bloom chose a special

form - counterfactuals

in English and Chinese

to

re-examine the Whorf hypothesis.
Bloom suggested
distinct

label

does not

share,

the English speaker,

his hypothesis,

can be expected
specific

to develop more easily a

to his way of

Bloom adopted

the

thinking.

To

test

following methods:

The comparative method
Bloom first made a comparison of

languages and Chinese
counter factuality.
"were",

"did"

clause and
(should,
French,

second;

or

in

In English,

(should,

might)

the

could, might)
in

is marked

in

in each clause.
structure

do"

or

in

in the present by the

the conditional
in the

in the

first clause

in Spanish,

by

in German,

by

By contrast,

there

for counter factual
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"would

the main clause;

the second;

language.

the verb

in the conditional

followed by the conditional;

distinct syntactic
the Chinese

form of

by plus-que-parfait

the past conditional

subjunctives

are used

first clause and

in the past,

subjunctive

the past

have done"

counter factuality
in

Indo-European

the expression of

"had done"

"would

could,

imperfect

and

who has a

for counterfactuals which the Chinese speaker

cognitive schema

3.3.1

that

the

is no
sentences

in

3.3.2 Questionnaires
Bloom's initial questionnaires were meant to measure
levels of abstraction in political thinking. His questions
included:
"If the Hong Kong government were to pass a law
requiring that all citizens born outside of Hong Kong made
weekly reports of their activities to the police, how would
you react?"
"If the Hong Kong government had passed such a law, how
would you have reacted?"
Responses from the Chinese subjects were:
"It won't."
"It can't."
"But the government hasn't."
Bloom explained:
won't, but let us

"I know the government hasn't and

imagine that it does or did..."

Further responses were:
"We don't think/speak that way."
"It's unnatural."
"It's unChinese."
Bloom added that some Chinese subjects who had been
exposed to Western languages and culture considered these
questions and the logic "Western thinking." By contrast,
American and French subjects, when asked such questions, did
not find the counter factual hypothesizing unnatural and
responded readily.
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Then Bloom collected

the responses of

subjects and 115 American subjects
question:

"if all circles were

were a circle,
The

would

result was

answered

"yes"

it be

to the following

large and

this small

triangle

large?"

that 25% of

the Taiwanese subjects

by contrast to 83% of

When Bloom presented

173 Taiwanese

the American subjects.

the same question orally to a group of

faculty members at Hong Kong University, most Chinese
responded:

"No!

you mean?"

This seemed

of a

How can

this

circle be

to confirm his belief

salient grammatical

structure

influences contrary-to-fact
To expand his

small

test.

large? What do
that the lack

to mark counterfactuality

reasoning.

Bloom presented stories

featured by

counterfactuality to American English speakers and Chinese
speakers
An
of

in English and Chinese versions

initial exploratory study was made during

1975 when Chinese versions of a counter factual

presented
to

respectively.

to a group of hotel workers

a group of

fall

of

U.S.A.

English versions of

to a group of

in Taiwan as well as
in

the

the story were

students at Swarthmore College,

for comparison.

The counter factual
"X was

story was

students at Taiwan National university;

that year,

presented

the summer

not

the case,

would have been

story took a straightforward

but

the case,

would have been the case,

if X had been the case,
Z would have been
etc." For example,
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form:

then Y

the case,

and W

a specific

Greek philosopher was unable
been able to,
The
of

to speak Chinese.

he would have done Y,

results of

the students

counterfactual

the

test were:

Z, W,

But

etc.

25 out of

the 28 or 80%

tested at Swarthmore

interpreted

statements correctly,

while among

Chinese students at Taiwan National University,
made counterfactual
only 6

or

17%

responses;

responded

Two years

later.

to

among

if he had

the 36

the 54
37 or 69%

hotel workers,

the contrary-to-fact statements.

Bloom prepared Version Two of

the

Story and presented

it

students,

Hong Kong

students and American non-students and

students.

After

which

is

similar

to Taiwanese non-students and

that he provided Version Three of the story,
to Version Two but

implications were presented
(see appendices

2 &

its counterfactual

in a more straight-forward way

3).

Both versions begin with:

"Bier was an Eighteenth

Century German philosopher who wanted
principle of
there was
time,
But

the universe and

the

to

investigate the

laws of

nature,"

because

some contact between China and Europe at that

Chinese philosophical works could be

the second version states

philosophical works had been

found

that only a very few Chinese
translated and

the third

version says

that none had been translated.

was designed

to make the use o£ counterfactual

salient.

following

The

in Europe."

So version Three
logic more

table shows the results of the tests:
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TABLE 3.1

In response

RESPONSES TO VERSIONS 2 &

3

to Version Two:

Sample description

Taiwanese nonstudents
Taiwanese students
Hong Kong students
American combined
students/
non-students

Number of
Subjects

Number of
counter factual
responses

percent
responses

75

5

6%

28
17

2
1

7%
6%

55

54

98%

44

22

46%

38
20

24
10

63%
50%

52

50

96%

In response to Version Three:
Taiwanese nonstudents
Taiwanese students
Hong Kong students
American combined
students/
non-students

Judging from the results. Bloom concluded that the
different responses of the Chinese and American subjects to
both Version Two and Version Three indicated that American
English speakers demonstrated greater readiness to accept
counter factual

interpretations than Chinese speakers and

that those Chinese students who had been exposed to English
scored higher than monolingual Chinese.
3.4 Criticism of Bloom's methodology
A comparative study of counter factuality in English and
Chinese

is a complex

issue that requires ethnographic

research involving discovery and description of different
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language use and different cultural values

in English-

American and Chinese societies.
As a non-Chinese speaker.
directly

to

two

important sources of

grammar books and Chinese
if counter factuality
it

is,

how

it

is one of

studies:

Bloom claims

that he has

did

not

literature

in Chinese

ethnographic

exposure

is marked

to Chinese
learn,

"fourteen years of
its speakers

nor did he

First,

the

lies

time"

situations

as well

as

such as

irony,

mentioned

social

their

as marked

two

p.

ix) ,"

in which

He
in

the Chinese

like Americans and

statements all

lies and white

lives:

there are

Besides,

the time
For

lies are an

lies

to deceive

figures of

(to be discussed

in Chapter

situations are concerned,

lexical devices:

his

interact

speech

satire and hyperbole are just as common

in English

far

interaction with

is "counterfactual".)

to comfort people.

As

Although

(Preface:

The Chinese,

itself

including

inseparable part of

5) .

if

he did not discuss

the English, make counter factual

Chapter

find out

to

report how the Chinese

express counter factuality.

Chinese as

to

language and culture seems limited.

linguistically unmarked

example,

Chinese

linguistically;

the major approaches

language and

"all

in general

participant observation.

counter factual contexts.

(Note:

literature:

to refer

is presented.

Then there

the Chinese

Bloom was not able

jiaru
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4

in

and

he only

(falsely assuming)

and

ruguo...

jiu...

particles

to

(if...

then),

in

fact,

there are many other

indicate counter factuality

(see Chapter 5).

Bloom did collect some data about different responses
of American English and Chinese speakers
statements.

But even within one Chinese community one could

encounter differences
(1972)

to counter factual

put

it,

regarding

language use.

these differences may have

As Hymes

to do with:

1. Presence or absence of a feature (code,
routine, etc .) .
2. The semantic value assigned a feature (e.g.,
English as having the value of distance and
hostility among some American Indians).
3. The distribution of the feature among contexts,
and
4. The interrelations of these with each other in
unmarked and marked usages (p. 291).
Some Chinese Bloom contacted might have
uncomfortable

to

asked because

of distance of

speaking,
language
have
in

respond

use

from natural

"If

have caught

How would
might have

in

For example,

he did not

to how the Chinese

interact

the past:

say to express his

he had arrived
the

information about

in Chinese society was late and missed

what would he

English,

speech.

Generally

situations:

Counterfactuals

If a person
train,

relationship.

information as

following

A.

the counter factual questions he

he did not elicit sufficient

first-hand

the

to

felt

regret?

(cf.

five minutes earlier,

the

In

he would

train.")
the Chinese express a complaint such as

told me earlier?"
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"You

What would

the Chinese say to hypothesize that what

happened could have been avoided,
not break
B.

in

If a Chinese wants

(cf.

"if only he did

that vase!"

Counter factuals

by using

such as

the present:

to give advice or

a counterfactual construction,

In English,
How would

"if I were you,

show disapproval

what would he say?

I would...")

the Chinese express a wish:

"I wish I

were

only twenty years old?"
What would be a construction
"It's

time that
C.

the children were

Counterfactuals

If a person wants
likely

to happen
"If a

century,

it would...")

early,
In

in

the

future:

future,

third world war

to

in bed?"

to express something

in the

English,

How would

in Chinese equivalent

that

is not

what would he say?
should break out

the Chinese express:

"Should

(cf.

In

in this

they arrive

they would have to wait?"
the English

language

there are many other ways to

express counter factuality such as:
I

thought

they had

left

(...

but they didn't).

In case

it rained,

How are

the above-mentioned concepts expressed

Chinese? Obviously,

should we cancel

Bloom did not raise nor answer

questions and make a comparison of
counter factuality

the match?

the ways

in English and Chinese.
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in
those

to express

Another
obtained

problem

is how to

from his Chinese

reluctance of

interpret the data Bloom

informants.

the Chinese speakers

following questions as a sign of

to

Bloom regarded the
respond

failing

to his

to reason

counter factually:
If the Hong Kong government were to pass a law
requiring that all citizens born outside of Hong
Kong make weekly reports of their activities to
the police, how would you react?
or ,
If the Hong Kong government had passed such a law,
how would you have reacted?
It

is possible

pattern:

respect

understanding
that causes
like

that

that a conflict against a Chinese value

for

of

the authority rather

than a lack of

the hypothetical meaning of

these responses.

seemed

For

to challenge

the questions

some people,

a hypothesis

the authority of

the

superiors.
Another

example Bloom provided concerned a Taiwanese

citizen who was puzzled by an American judge's comment:
you were not

leaving

Taiwanese asked:
Don't worry,

tomorrow,

"What do you mean?

I'm leaving."

judge's next remark:
would you wish
took his
English

you would be deported."
I'm leaving

"If
The

tomorrow.

He was even more confused by the

"If you have to be deported,

to be deported

to?"

where

The Taiwanese citizen

remark as a warning while Bloom seemed
speakers would have no problem

to

think

in understanding

its

hypothetical meaning.

If

the judge had been aware of

cultural differences,

he would probably have re-phrased his
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comment.
leaving
were not

To a Chinese who had

already claimed

the country the next day,
leaving

of distrust.

tomorrow,

a reminder

like

"if you have

where would you wish to be deported

comments
warning

face.

introduced

the

defined as

"the ability to

culture
(p.

into

19)."

a

(1979)

form that

translate the meanings of one

is appropriate

statements were

(1983)

pointed out,

Obviously,

to another culture

the functions of certain
important

for clarifying

the Chinese versions of

lexical markers

construction were missing.
not

once

"translation competence" which he

story prepared by Bloom were unidiomatic

places.

was

interpreted as a

familiar

to

in many

the

theme of

the stories

some of his Chinese subjects.
the

These

low scores

they

the Bier

story

obtained.
Bloom

as well

unaware

differently

as

the

translator

of

that counter factual i ty

in English and Chinese:

the

in Chinese counter factual

Besides,

factors could possibly account for

seemed

the

intention.

As Au
Bier

Spradley

Proper explanation of

counter factual
speaker's

term

threat.

to be deported,

the judge's

into Chinese could be

and even as a

"if you

to?" was outrageous and

Direct translation of

from English

like

you would be deported" was a sign

And a comment

made him lose

that he was

is

realized_

in English,

often

two

intonation and contextsf
unmistakable cues
3.5

which

when combined,

to counterfactua1

provide

reasoning.

Methods used by Au
Au

(1983)

conducted a series of

evaluate Bloom's hypothesis.
to

,

replicate Bloom's

subjects,

in Hong

Kong

The second and

and Taiwan.

story and an

third studies were

the

The

fourth study was conducted

findings with English-speaking

last one was an attempt to answer

unanswered questions
(p.

findings with Chinese-speaking

for more exact replication of Bloom's studies done

evaluate Bloom's
and

to

first study was an attempt

using a different counterfactual

experimental design.
designed

"The

five studies

raised by the

to

subjects,

the major

first four

studies

160) ."
Study 1
All

the

372 participants were native speakers of

Chinese who had been studying English as a second language
for

about

12 years.

They came

from a government and

three

grant-in-aid Anglo-Chinese secondary schools with a mean age
of

17.8.
Au prepared

story,
it

similar

their

story -

to Version Three of

in English and

that both

a counter factual

translated

it

the Human Broth

the Bier

into Chinese.

English and Chinese versions were

respective

languages,

story.

Au had

speakers.
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She wrote

To make sure

idiomatic

in

them checked by native

The counter factual
questions,

that

is,

story was

followed by a set of

five experimental conditions:

A.

English-Three

impl ica t ions-Mul t i pie cues.

B.

Chinese-Three

implications-Single cue.

C.

English-Three

implications-Single cue.

D.

English-One

implication-single cue.

E.

Chinese-One

implication-single cue.

The results of the test was as
Counter factual
for

response rates of

the Chinese bilinguals

the Human Broth story:

TABLE

Language

3.2

RESPONSE RATES OF CHINESE BILINGUALS

Number of
Implications

English
Chinese
English
English
Chinese

Au

either

Number of Counter factual
response rate
subj ects

Number of
cues

3
3
3
1
1

found out

difficulty

not

follows:

Multi
Single
Single
Single
Single

96%
100%
97%
100%
99%

75
74
72
74
73

that the Chinese bilinguals showed

in understanding

the counterfactual

story

the English or Chinese versions and her

support Bloom’s hypothesis that

"because of

little
in

findings did
the presence

of a distinct counter factual marker

in English but not

Chinese,

inclined

bilingual Chinese are more

counter factually

in English than

in Chinese
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to

reason

(p.

166)."

in

Study 2
The 125 participants were native speakers of Chinese
who had been studying English as a second
12 years.

This study used both Bloom's Bier

Human Broth story
Bloom's

studies

of

for about

story and

the

in an attempt to replicate Study 1 and

in Taiwan,

experimental conditions
A.

language

"English-Three

in this study there were

instead of

five

four

in Study 1:

implications-Multiple cues" version

the Human Broth story.
B.

"Chinese-Three

implications-Single-cue"

version of

the Human Broth story.
C.

English Version Three of the Bier story.

D.

Chinese Version Three of

the Bier

story.

The results of the test were:
TABLE

3.3

RESPONSE RATES TO TWO STORIES

Number of Counter factual
response rate
subj ects

Language

Story

Chinese
English
Chinese
English

Human Broth
Human Broth
Bier
Bier

26
42
26
27

100%
93%
88%
93%

The counter factual response rates for the Human Broth
story in Study 2 were similar to those in Study 1.
Response rates to the Bier story, however, were
different from those of Bloom's Taiwanese students and non¬
students:
English Version:

93%

as against 52% for Taiwanese

students, and 93% as against 86% for Taiwanese non-students
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Chinese Version:
students,

88%

as against 63%

and 88% as against 50%

for Taiwanese

for Taiwanese non-students.

Study 3
All

the

148 participants were native speakers of

Chinese who had been studying English for about 11 years.
The procedure of

,

2

except

this

study was

identical

to

that of Study

there were seven experimental conditions

in

study:
A.

of

that

this

"English-Three

implications-Multiple cues"

version

the Human Broth story.
B.

"Chinese-Three

implications-Single cue" version of

the Human Broth story.
C.

Version Three of

the Bier

story

in English.

D.

Version Three of

the Bier

story

in Chinese.

E.

The

story

F.

Underlined Human Broth story

explorer
G.

knew"

for

in English

("the Dutch

the story were underlined).

"one or more"

findings were:

revised Bier

than

the

63%.

Underlining

not

in Chinese.

in Chinese
and

(The Chinese

"the Dutch explorer knew"

underlined).
The

the

in

Underlined Human Broth

expressions
were

revised Bier

response

story
rate

the counter factual

in Chinese was significantly higher
to Bloom’s version - 97%

key phrases

significantly alter

response rate to

the

in the question,
results of
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the

as against

however,

test.

The

did

following were the combined counterfactua1
for

Studies 2 and
TABLE 3.4

3

for both stories

response rates

in both

languages:

COMBINED RESPONSE RATES TO TWO STORIES

Language

Story

Chinese
English
Chinese
English

Human Broth
Human Broth
Bier
Bier

Number of
subjects

Counter factua1
response rate

53
78
51
44

100%
94%
86%
89%

Study 4:
In Study 4,
high school were
Human Broth.

175 English speakers

in an American public

tested on English versions of Bier and

Their mean age was 17.0.

Six experimental conditions were provided:
A.
cues"

The original

"English-Three

implications-Multiple

version of Human Broth.
B.

"Translation-A"

version)
C.

(from Chinese-Three

implications

from Human Broth.
"Translation-B"

(a different version)

from Human

Broth.
D.

Version Three of

the Bier

story

in English.

E.

"Translation-C"

of Bier

(Chinese Version Three of

"Translation-D"

of Bier

(a different version).

Bier).
F.
The

following were the counterfactual

the American sample

in Study 4

response rates of

for the originals and

unidimomatic translations of both stories:
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TABLE 3.5

RESPONSE RATES OF AMERICAN SUBJECTS

Story

Version

Human Broth
Human Broth
Human Broth
Bier
Bier
Bier

Original
Translation-A
Translation-B
Original
Translation-C
Translation-D

Au remarked

story,

Counter factual
response rate

29
27
27
25
25
25

97%
89%
93%
72%
68%
52%

that when the findings were compared with

those of Study 3,
counter factual

Number of
Subjects

the Chinese subjects gave a 93%

response rate to

but only 52% of

the

idiomatic Chinese Bier

the English-speaking

subjects

in the

American sample responded counter factually to the
"Translation-D"

of

the story.

Study 5:
The participants
previous ones:

in Study 5 were different

the 169

subjects

from the

from two Chinese primary

schools and one Anglo-Chinese secondary school

in Hong Kong

were native Chinese speakers using Chinese almost
exclusively

in daily life.

for

to 7

about 4

class.

years but seldom spoke English outside

Their mean age was

This

11.2.

test consisted of

Part 1:

two parts:

The Chinese subjects were asked

counter factual
following

They had been studying English

statement

is a correct

from Chinese

translation:
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to

translate a

into English.

The

Mrs.
English,

Wong does not know English,

if Mrs.

she would be able to/could/would

Wong knew

read English

books.
The question
"Can Mrs.

following

Wong

A summary of

the translation

is:

read English books?"

the responses

to

the translation was as

follows:
TABLE

3.6

RESPONSES TO THE TRANSLATION

Number o"F
subjects

Response
If she know..., she could read...
If she know(s) ... , she can read...
If she can..., she can read...
If she know(s) . .. , she will read...
other inappropriate responses
Incomplete responses
Did not attempt

There was only one subject
learned
that
or

out of 169,

"She cannot,"

to

books?".

This means

subjects

in

or 91% of

0.6%
40.8%
7.7%
7.1%
14.8%
21.9%
7.1%

in the sample who had

the English subjunctive.

153

1
69
13
12
25
37
12

Percent

The

interesting

thing was

the subjects responded

the question "Can Mrs.

"No,"

Wong read English

that although the majority of the

the sample did not know the English subjunctive,

they understood

that

the

implication of the Chinese

statement was counter factual.
Part 2:
166
this

subjects

study.

from the 169

in Part 1 participated

in

They were provided with the "Chinese-One

implication-single cue"

version of
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the Human Broth story.

The result was

that 138 out of

162,

or

85% of the

subjects responded counter factually.
TABLE 3.7

RESPONSE RATES TO SINGLE CUE VERSION

Age

Number of
subjects

9
10
11
12
13
14

Counter factual
response rate

15
34
51
28
27
6

Au pointed out that 99.4% of
the English subjunctive at

73%
79%
76%
96%
100%
100%

the subjects did not have

their disposal,

responded counter factually to

but 98% of

them

the Human Broth story written

in Chinese.
She concluded:
hypothesis

that

construction

"These

findings strongly support the

the absence of a distinct linguistic

for

the counter factual

in Chinese does not

significantly hinder

speakers of the language from reasoning

counterfactually

183)."

(p.

Au was correct
the Bier

in saying

story used by Bloom was unidiomatic.

the version Au yielded better
subjects.

that the Chinese version of

Her

results

from her Chinese

fifth study was convincing because the

overwhelming majority of the participants,
ignorance of

the English subjunctive,

counterfactually
However,

By revising

in spite of their

responded

in Chinese.

Au's subjects were different

from Bloom's:

she

used mostly bilinguals while Bloom chose more monolinguals.
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It could be argued that her bilinguals who had been exposed
to English for 12 years were more familiar with English
language structure and tried to apply a similar process of
reasoning of counterfactuals to Chinese. Besides, as Bloom
(1984)
Bier

pointed out in his reply to Au, Au did not show the

story but a new story to children who did not know the

English subjunctive.

So whether her results and Bloom's were

comparable was still a question.
3.6

Methods adopted by Liu
In 1985, Liu published his paper:

counter factuality in Chinese:

"Reasoning

Are there any obstacles?",

in

which she reported her experiments:
Experiment 1:
Liu used the Chinese versions of Au's Human Broth
story. Bloom's Bier story
of the Bier story

(Version Three)

(Version Three)

and Au's revision

as test materials. Her 744

Chinese-speaking subjects were fourth to eleventh graders
from three public schools in Taipei, Taiwan with a mean age
of 14.
Two multiple choice comprehension questions were asked
of each version.

Liu

procedure closely.
A.

followed Bloom's and Au's

The

results of her

As compared with Bloom's

eleventh graders

of

scoring

experiment were.

results,

the eighth through

this experiment performed better

Bloom's combined Chinese-speaking adult sample
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than

from Taiwan.

B.

There was no significant difference between the

counter factual response rates of Au's Hong Kong subjects and
Liu's eighth through eleventh graders.
Experiment 2:
Liu used the Chinese translation of Bloom's triangle—
to-circle question to test the responses of 744 Chinese
subjects to counter factual reasoning:
If all circles are large; if this small triangle
is a circle, in that case, is that triangle large?
She also asked the following question:
Suppose:
All A are B.
And this C is an A.
Therefore this C is B.
yes/correct
no/incorrect
The results of the tests were:

80% of sixth graders and

90% of tenth graders gave correct answers.
Liu's experiments supported Au's findings with the
following conclusion:
Native Chinese speakers even as young as fourth
grade can reason counterfactually as long as they
are familiar with the content of the materials
tested (p. 269).
Here Liu brought up an important factor:

the subject

matter and content of the test.
3.7

Methods and procedures as adopted for this dissertation

3.7.1 Overview
A review of the methods adopted by Bloom, Au and Liu
shows that they all used sentences and stories featured by
counter

factuality as evidence to support their arguments.
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However,

their

subject matter
story,

of

involved different variables:

the materials,

different versions of a

different age groups, different degrees of

competence
the

experiments

language

in English and Chinese and different numbers of

subjects

tested.

Therefore,

their

results were not

comparable.
In all

their previous discussions of counter factuality

in English and Chinese,
contexts

one basic aspect was neglected:

the

in which natural discourse occurs.

In real
particular

speech situations,

syntactic device,

and extralinguistic

described

is not only one

but also many other

factors

that

objectives of communication.
lexical elements,

it

function

The linguistic

as contextualization cues:
form that

contextual

presuppositions

some of

"contributes
(p.

the

linguistic

functions.

topic,

participants and

knowledge
community.

The code,

the

(1982)

prosody,

openings and

features which have

Extralinguistic

shared by speaker
In

include

to the signalling of

113)."

contextualizing
setting,

factors

any feature of

formulaic expressions and conversational
are

to achieve the

syntactic paradigm and what Gumperz

linguistic

closings

linguistic

factors refer

to

the social-cultural

and hearer

in a speech

following discussion of counterfactuality

in English and Chinese,

all

these linguistic and

extcalinguistic elements will be

incorporated

methodology and procedure.
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into the

3.7.2 Data collection
One major
Chinese

source of data was

informants.

Labov

(1972)

interviews with two native
remarked:

No matter what other methods may be used to obtain
samples of speech (group sessions, anonymous
observation), the only way to obtain sufficient
good data on the speech of any one person is
through an individual, tape-recorded interview:
that is through the most obvious kind of
systematic observation (p. 188).
The Chinese subjects selected
monolingual
of

the subjunctive

there would be no

The

friends and

technique adopted

elements of

to

the

A.

in

for

the

the

that

interviewer

at home

and

in

issues.

(1979),

namely,

the

ethnographhic explanations

The ethnographic purpose made
to discover how the Chinese

statements by collecting

individual

The names of the

remain anonymous.

that were asked consist of

Descriptive questions:

conversations

and

three types:

these questions,

life and experiences of the

informal

feel

so

interview was

for ethnographic analysis.

Questions

The

as personal

interviewees was

interviewees will

with

they

its explicit purpose,

make contrary-to-fact
samples

in English,

as outlined by Spradley

ethnographic questions.

clear

forms

interference.

linguistic as well

ethnographic

and

language

interviewees are

discussing

interviewing were

speakers of Chinese with virtually no knowledge

the use of

the

for

concerned

informants,

they help to elicit
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are raised

information

from the

interviewees

in

realistic speech

situations.
Examples of

the questions are:

Would you stay here longer

if your

family were with

you?
Would you
school

like your

child

in an American

if he were here?

If you passed
graduate

studies

the TOEFL test,

in

the spring

The above questions
language

the

informant's plan

to encourage them
B:

enable

Structural

organize

their

to

for

semester?

(Frake 1964:

the power of
143).

As

they

in the United States,

they

to express their opinions

questions:

interviewers

would you apply

"take advantage of

to construe settings"

relate to
tend

to study

freely.

these are questions which

find out how their

informants

linguistic and cultural knowledge.

For

example:
How do you express a wish that

is not

likely to come

true?
What would you say
happened without
C.

if you regretted

your knowledge?

Contrast questions:

information about how the
from another.

For

How can you

that something

questions meant

to elicit

informants distinguish one

example:
tell

a

real

condition

condition?
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from an unreal

fact

What's
a

the difference between stating a

fact and making

supposition?
Another data source

the Select Committee.

is Oliver North's

This testimony

in the court

speech event containing many speech acts:
statements

for

behalf and

the counsel

North.

self-defence,

The utterances

many different

functions:

References

English and

on

the

special

divided

into

conditions.
verbal

of

it

etc.

include:
the use of

the

(Pollock:

the English verb

section devoted
two groups:

subjunctive

forms

in

in Chinese.

1976), which discusses

(Leech:

to conditional

is used

Leech does not

subjunctive forms

which

sentences

involved,

a

special

to express hypothetical meaning.

focus on different

statements

is precisely

1987),

real conditions and unreal

When unreal conditions are

of contrary-to-fact
fact,

pretext,

from a philosophical perspective and

construction

However,

regret,

term - conditionals.

The meaning
has a

form of counter factuality serve

complaint,

Subjunctive reasoning

defines

Oliver North's

the Committee questioning Oliver

the use of counter factuality

counterfactuality

is a

his counsel's statements on his

in the

Secondary sources
A.

of

testimony before

implied meanings

in different contexts.

In

the covert meanings conveyed by the

that are difficult for Chinese students.

Chinese grammar

(Wang

Li:

1956), which cites examples

from Chinese classics and Modern Chinese
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fiction to

illustrate

that the "hypothetical mood"

involve any change of
lexical

useful

language,

as

in English
(Lakoff:

references

seen

(Halliday:

1972),

Modal

include:

Functional diversity

1969) ,

The pragmatics of modality

Modality and

expressions

the English modals

in English

(Quirk:

contemporary English

1981) ,

(Turner:

(Perkins:
The marked

1980) ,

(Palmer:

1983),

A

subjunctive

in

and Chinese grammar

1957) .
These books give an overview of

of counter factuality
B.

Chinese

the

form and

function

in English and Chinese.

Literature on cultural values

My country and my people
(Hsu:

patterns of

1948) ,

dimensions

of values

1935)

and Americans and

the lifestyle and value

the Chinese.

of

report of a

(Lin:

which discuss

Chinese values and
culture

the

search

for culture-free

(The Chinese Connection:

1987),

that would

reflect

indigenous

themes and concerns

To achieve this purpose,

a number

Chinese social scientists were approached and asked
prepare a

a

research project aimed at developing a measure

of Chinese culture.

for

in

from a consideration of modality and mood

problem of modality

(Gao:

form but the adding of

items.

Other

1979),

the verbal

in Chinese does not

list of at least 10

Chinese people

answers deducted,

(p.

145)."

of

to

"fundamental and basic values
Altogether,

40 values were listed.
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with overlapping
Twenty-four nation

cultures were selected

for

nation-cultures were asked
for

comparison,

modesty,
social

the
to

to superiors,

rituals, moderation,

non-competitiveness,

"face".

in

Chinese

to

from

those

the Chinese values

tolerance,

harmony,

observation of rites and

steadiness and

prudence,
life,

courtesy,

respect for

stability,
contentedness

tradition and the

A comparative analysis of

Chinese and American children
which discusses

Subjects

self-cultivation,

personal

adaptability,

with one's position
notion of

respond

among which were

loyalty

patience,

test.

social values of

(Domino and Hannah:

1987) ,

the Chinese value system by looking

into

story completions:

Story completions given by Chinese children are
compared, through content analysis, with those
given by American children (1) evidence greater
social orientation...; (2) indicate more prominent
concern with the role of authority...; (3) reflect
a greater preoccupation with moral and ethical
rectitude; (4) show a stronger belief in chance or
luck and in the influence of natural forces, such
as wind and water, upon one's daily environment;
(5) contain more affective elements, such as
direct expressions of sorrow and happiness, and
less rationality or cognitive aspects; (6) contain
fewer instances of physical aggression...; (7)
show less economic orientation...
3.7.3

Data analysis
Data collected

be examined

for

the

from direct and

secondary sources will

following elements of counter factual

meaning :
A.

Discussion of counterfactuality in unmarked

situations and

in marked situations in which structural
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devices

(syntactic versus

counter factuality
B.

are used

to express

in English and Chinese.

Contextualization cues such as prosody

stress)

and

C.

intonation applied

The meaning

form and
D.
topic,

lexical)

The

to counter factual meaning.

systems encoded

function of

in linguistic symbols:

the counterfactuals.

influence of extralinguistic

setting and

(pitch,

factors such as

participants on the use of

counterfactuality.
E.

The

impact of cultural values on the use of

counterfactuality.
Taxonomies of counter factuality will
sum up

its use

in English and Chinese.

An analysis of

the data

intends

counterfactua1ity should be viewed
it

is common

Chinese.

in unmarked

In marked

are applied
meanings

to

then be set up to

the

two

in a broader perspective

situations

situations,

to demonstrate that

in both English and

different structural devices

languages.

To make counter factual

salient, many contextualization cues are used

including

stress and

such as

topic,

play an

important

counterfactual

intonation.

setting,
role

Extralinguistic

factors

participants and cultural values
in determining when and how to use

statements appropriately.
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CHAPTER

4

FORM AND FUNCTION OF COUNTERFACTUALITY

4•1

Bloom’s view on counter factuality
Concerning counter factuality

made

the

following

IN CHINESE

in Chinese

in Chinese,

Bloom

(1981)

assumptions:

... the Chinese language has no distinct lexical,
grammatical, or intonational device to signal
entry into the counter factual realm, to indicate
explicitly that the events referred to have
definitely not occurred and are being discussed
for the purpose only of exploring the
might-have-been or the might-be (p. 16).
... Chinese speakers in everyday speech express
implicational relationships in more differentiated
terms than English speakers do... while English
speakers use only context and/or intonation to
indicate how likely they feel it is that the
premise of an implicational statement has in fact
taken place, Chinese speakers make use of a much
more precise linguistic device to signal the
specific presupposition they intend--namely
alternative forms of the word "if"... the use of
the word "chia ru"... an alternative "ju kuo"...
(p.

15).

... the suggestion that Chinese speakers have not
been led by their language to construct schemas
specific to counter factual speech and thought...
would imply that they would not typically perceive
the distinction between counter factual and
implicational as one of the divisions into which
their cognitive world is divided. It would imply
that Chinese speakers might be expected typically
to encounter difficulty in extending the use of
counter factual speech outside of those concrete
situational contexts in which the negating facts
are known or can be inferred to abstract contexts
in which expressing a counter factual thought
involves not only stipulating an implication, but,
in addition, explicitly and consciously
stipulating the negating facts which render
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counterfactual... the suggestion that Chinese
speakers do not typically make use of cognitive
schemas specific to counter factual thought would
imply that Chinese speakers might be expected
typically to encounter difficulty in maintaining a
counter factual perspective as an active point of
orientation for guiding their cognitive activities
(p. 23) .
This chapter will
situations,
Chinese

is

notion of
and

that

in unmarked

expression of counter factuality
similar

"face"

in many ways.

and

reduction rules

counterfactuals
taken

first argue

Then

it will discuss

the communicative rules:

lexical

items,

language
speaker

that

literature and

interviews with native Chinese speakers

stress and

intonation -

in the Chinese

that mark counter factuality so

that both the

and hearer know that the events referred

in particular,

setting

communication.

to have

that certain hypothetical and/or

implicational meanings are suggested.
interviews,

to

there are many salient linguistic devices -

definitely not occurred and

topic,

the promotion

Examples will also be

from Chinese grammar books and other

illustrate

the

that constrain the use of

in Chinese society.

particularly from

in English and

will

A detailed analysis of

indicate

and participants play an

that contexts,
important role

in

It will be pointed out that cultural values

in Chinese society may account for
of Chinese speakers

the different responses

to counter factual

different contexts.
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statements

in

4*2

Counterfactua1s

in unmarked situations

Counterfactuals

in Chinese are not necessarily marked

by distinct

linguistic devices.

interaction,
Maxims.

a

Grice

fact

They are common

in social

that does not conform with Grice's

(1975)

maintained

that to achieve effective

communication certain conversational principles should be
observed:
Maxim of Quality:

Be non-spurious

(speak

truth,

be

sincere).
Maxim of Quantity:

Maxim of

Relevance:

Maxim of Manner:

(a)

Don't say less

than

is required.

(b)

Don't say more than

is required.

Be relevant.

Be perspicuous;

avoid ambiguity and

obscurity.
But as Brown and Levinson
Maxims define

for

us

every talk exchange.
in general,

(1978)

commented:

"These

the basic set of assumptions underlying
But this does not

imply that utterances

or even reasonably frequently, must meet these

conditions...Indeed,
do not proceed

the majority of natural conversations

in such a brusque

fashion at all.

(p.

66)."

Counterfactuals actually break the Maxim of Quality as
shown

in

the

4.2.1

Social

following

lies and white

The conventional
why deceive?

situations:
lies

function of a

lie

is

to deceive.

It must serve a particular need.
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In some

Then

Chinese

families,

when a close

are sometimes not told
One way of doing
she

that

for
is

(the dear departed)

abroad

to study.

Here,

relation dies,

fear

older people

that they would

to tell

the older people

is away on business,

to deceive

in order

that he or

or has gone

lies as counterfactual

have their moral values:

feel upset.

statements
to protect.

4.2.2 Jokes
Brown and Levinson
on mutual
be used
values

(1978)

to

stress

languages,

that shared background or
Jokes can be

although some

of particular cultures.
Chinese

society

as

in

the

is

One of

societies and

the folklore traditions
the

in

facts of a story for

fun

into

As

the house of a poverty-stricken

it was pitch dark,
But

he had

to

feel about

to his dismay,

he

the house barely furnished with no chest of drawers,

trunks,

not even a desk.

in a corner

of

took

off his

wrap

the

the house.

shirt and put

rice up

whispering
Could

those shared

reflect the characteristics

take whatever was worth taking.

found

in all

jokes may

following example:

family at night.

no

found

jokes

to reverse

A thief broke

to

"Since jokes are based

shared background knowledge and values,

(p.129)."

seen

said:

to her

in

Finally he

As

found a jar of

the jar was heavy,

it across

the

rice

the thief

floor—he meant to

it—when he heard an old woman

old man on a bed nearby:

it be a thief?"

The old man listened

"I hear a sound.
for a while,

stretched out and picked up the thief's shirt and put
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then

it on

top of himself to keep warm.
there's no

replied:

"Don't worry,

thief."

On hearing
retorted

Then he

this,

indignantly:

Another

joke

graying hair:
white again.

is

the

thief,

unable to

"No thief? But where
that someone says

is my shirt!"

to his

"if you dye your hair black,
So why not dye your hair

find his shirt,

friend with

it will

turn

all white and

it will

turn all black."
4.2.3 Metaphors
Metaphors,

which are

literally

false,

are another

example

that violates Grice's Maxim of Quality.

general

functions of metaphors

for emphasis as seen

in Chinese

is

One of

the

to overstate

in the following examples:

Chinese paintings and poems are often combined—with a
few lines

of a poem written on the righthand of

corner

the painting.

of

scene has

this

jin"—"All

line on

over

the

lefthand

One painting depicting an autumn
it:

sky:

"man tian huang yie man tian

yellow

leaves;

all over

the sky:

gold."
Sometimes poets

talk about a

sacred person "growing out of

lotus while referring

the mud at the bottom of a

pond but keeps clean and pure." A staunch
compared
howling

to a pine standing upright
wind of

the

fighter

is

in the heavy snow and

severe winter.

Names of animals or
attached

to a

imaginary animals are often

to a person’s appearance or character with special
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implications:

lungyen—the dragon's

facial expression:

emperor s mood;

fengyen —the phoenix's eyes:

beautiful eyes;

langxing —the wolf's heart:

Mao

Zedong once called

reactionaries”

paper

"u.S

a girl's
ruthless;

as

"He

tigers.
impression on

Some metaphors are shared by common experience such
is a

culture

fish"

(He swims

to culture such as

cultures as against
4.2.4

and

imperialism and all

Metaphors often make a vivid and strong
people.

the

Hyperbole or

"a

like a
"a

lion

So

it

others differ

in battle"

tiger general”

from

in Western

in Chinese culture.

exaggeration

The purpose of exaggeration
attention.

fish),

is

to draw people's

is often done with particular

stress.

For

example:
Liao bu qi—Absolutely extraordinary!
Mei
It

ji

is a common practice

horse as

"qian

can cover
miles)
have

a day.

means

li

boards with

ten hundred

to describe a good

li horse,
li

a horse which

(about

three hundred

A man with extremely good eyesight
yen"—ten hundred

ten hundred
used

in Chinese

li ma"—ten hundred

a distance of

"qian

things

le—Extremely beautiful!

li

away.

to praise people.
the

li

yen,

Exaggeration

is a very

A famous doctor

chung”—A skillful hand brings back "spring"

"qi

si

the dying
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to

life.

important

often receives

following words written on them:

sheng”—bring

to

to be able to see

hui

hui

is said

"miao shou
(youth);

A good veteran

or

teacher
plums"
be

is

said

to have "tao

all

over

the world, meaning his or her disciples can

found everywhere.

The emperor

Cultural

Revolution)

live

thousand years and

ten

King!)

san

feng yin"--The sun

the

land

possesses no more

to eternity

flat

for

in China used

"...

is something

that can be

cooperate

li

ping,

face

that

to

in

in

from the

to Brown and Levinson
is emotionally
or enhanced,

interaction.

interaction,

(1978),

invested,

and

and must be

In general,

people

in

such cooperation being

the mutual vulnerability of

face.

That

is,

normally

face depends on everyone else's being maintained,

since people can be expected

threatened,
it

ren wu

three miles and a man

(and assume each other's cooperation)

everyone's

is

and

in defending

in general

to maintain each other's
assure

to be

reduction rules

lost, maintained,

maintaining

the

for no more than three days,

no more than

According

constantly attended

faces,

live

two rules of communication are derived
"face".

based on

Long

than three cents.

notion of
face

(cf.

qing, di wu san

shines

4.2.5 The promotion and
These

the

was hailed with "wan shou wu jiang"—

"tian wu san ri

remains

tian xia"—"peaches and

(even Mao Zedong during

A poor miserable province

described as

and

li man

to defend

their own

their

faces

to threaten others'

in every participant's best
face,

the other participants

that
that
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if

is to act
the agent

interest

in ways that
is heedful of

the assumptions concerning "face",

...

the public self-image

that every member wants to claim for himself...
In Chinese society, "face"

(p. 66)."

is particularly important,

because modesty is one of the society's basic values. To
elevate other people's status and to lower one's own is
considered a general norm to show politeness.

The following

are some examples of the application of the rules of
promotion and reduction in social

interaction:

In Chinese society, especially in older times, people
elevate each other's status to show respect for others. For
example,

instead of "Ni jiao shema?"—What is your name? a

polite way is to say:

"Nin gui xing?"--What is your

respectful name? To address senior people,

(votre)

some will ask:

"Nin gaoshou le?"--What is your high longevity? meaning
"What is your age?"
As opposed to the promotion rule, people often reduce
themselves to show modesty.

For example,

"Nin gui xing?"—What is your
modest answer would be:
is Wang.
your

(votre)

in response to

respectful name? a

"Bi xing Wang."--My humble surname

The general rule is that the more people elevate

status,

following

the more you should reduce yourself. The

is an example of the use of the rule in

conversation:
(In an art exhibition)
A:

(Visitor):

are all your

Zhexie dushi nin de dazuo ba.

(votre)

great works.
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So these

B:

(Painter): Nali,

zhijiao.
good.

Not at all. My stupid

Please give your
A:

nali.

Zhuozuo bu xing, qing duo
(sloppy)

paintings are no

instructions.

Tingshuo nin yao dangchang xian bao le. — I hear that

you will present your treasure

(gift)

today.

(Meaning:

the

artist will paint on the spot.)
B:

Dang zhong xian chou le.--I'll have to show my

stupidity in public.
A:

Nin shi miao bi sheng hua.--Your

brush brings forth flowers.

(votre)

wonderful

(Meaning: What beautiful

paintings are produced under your wonderful brush!)
B:

Jianxiao,

something

jianxiao, duo ti baogui yijian.--Just

for you to laugh at.

Please give your valuable

opinion.
The above conversation was recorded on the spot.

In

fact, both A and B were famous senior artists in China. A
was applying

the promotion rule and B was applying the

reduction rule.

Neither meant what they actually said--much

of the conversation was contrary-to-fact, and yet it was
appropriate for the following reasons:
A.

It was a formal setting where conventional rules of

communication were strictly observed.
B.

The relationship between the two people was not

intimate.

As professional painters,

they wanted to show that

they were polite and had good manners.
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C.

Both were senior artists and

modesty rituals
D.
room

for a

long

impressive,

E.

the

lose

"degrading"

The application of

reduction

(modesty)

face because all

rule

the

time the

the promotion

rule on

the part of

strategy--he probably

expected his colleagues

to use the same rule when they

commented on his works,

at

both

left

the value of his own works.

the visiting painter was also a good

When

the

in case his paintings were not

he would not

artist had been

to

time.

The application of

for manoeuvering:

they were used

least

in public places.

the promotion and modesty rules were observed,

felt comfortable because their equal status was

acknowledged.
4.3

Counterfactuality
In marked

situations,

often expressed by
Functional

in marked situations
counterfactuality

lexical devices:

particles

in Chinese are not content words and

expressing counterfactuality are

from Wang Li's
1.
ba#»_if

The

yaoshi...ne...:

have been all

right

for

for

following

"Chinese Grammar"

he had come

is

functional particles.

they do not have any meaning by themselves.

hypothetical markers.

in Chinese

Those used

emphasis and as
three examples are

lai guang guang ne bian

no special purpose,
p.

taken

(1956):

"Yaoshi bai

(Wang:

in

314).
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then

it would

.

2

yaoshi...le:

"Wo yaoshi zhen de yao tao zou,

zou diao le."—if i had planned to run away,
been gone.
3.

zao ]iu

I would have

(Wang: p. 314).

jiushi...ba...ye:

"Jiushi wo zuo le ni de en ke ba,

ye bu guan bieren de shi."--Even if I had been honored as
your guest,

it was none of their business."

(Wang: p.

314)

In fact, counterfactuals are marked by many other
particles in natural discourse.

The following examples are

taken from one of the most famous Chinese novels:
Mansion", written by Cao Xueqing
4.

yaoshi...ye:

ye he ta shengfeng

in the eighteenth century:

"Yaoshi Lin guniang shuo zhexie hua, wo

le."—If Lady Lin said such nonsense,

would not be on good terms with her
5.

"The

tangruo... :

I

(p. 335) .

"Tangruo you ge hao dai, jiao wo kao na

ge?—"If you should leave me alone in this world, who could
I depend on

(p.

348)?

6. bian...ye:

"Bian you shi chan zhu le,

ta bidin ye

shi yao lai de."—Even if he had been held up, he would have
managed to come anyway.
7.

fei... geng:

suoyou zi jing xi

"Fei ci yi shan, yi jin lai, yuan zhong

ru yen zhong, geng you he chu?"

If not

for these rocks, you would see everything in the garden
right away,
(p.

then the subtlety of the scenery would be lost

161) .
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8. daoxiang:

"Haosheng qiguai, daoxiang zai na li jian

guo de? he deng yen shoui"—How strange!
him before. What a familiar face
9.

j_i:

(p.

As if I had seen

30) !

"Ji shuo bu zhi ci ren, na hong hanjing zhen de

dao le gongzi yao li?"—Since you said you didn't know him,
how come that his towel
10.

nandao:

is in your hand?"

"Lian nide meimei du zhidao shi ni shuo de,

nandao ta ye lai ni buchen?"—Even your sister said that,
could she possibly be lying?
These particles, when applied to clauses of unreal
condition or concession, are said with particular stress and
intonation with various meanings: concession
self-defence
praise
(1) ,

(7) ,

(2)

yaoshi,

(2) , anger
surprise

and

(4) ,

(3) ,

sorrow

(8) , blame

(9)

(1)

and

(5) , assurance
and

(10) .

(4),

(6) ,

In sentences

the stress falls on the first syllable of

the sentences end

in a flat tone.

the stress

is on jiu.

the stress

is also on the functional particles and the

sentences end

In questions such as

In sentence
(5) ,

(7)

(3),

and

(9) ,

in a rising tone to suggest that they are

actually rhetorical questions that do not require an answer.
4.4

Counterfactuals in interviews
Interviews are a special form of natural discourse

which provides more explicit background for language use
such as the role relationship between the participants,
setting and the topic.
and turn-takings.

the

They also involve many move-takings

In interviews, each move could be a
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^^r speech act. Generally speaking,

the interviewer

is free to choose, continue or change the topic of
conversation to suit his needs.

The conversations, when

recorded, could be used for an analysis of content as well
as contextulization cues such as stress and
hesitation,

intonation,

silence, each reflecting the interviewee's state

of mind and conveying the meaning of her utterances.
The two informants chosen for the interview were
monolingual speakers who did not have much English at their
disposal.

Both majored

in Chinese. One was more lively and

challenging and the other was prudent and sometimes
reserved.
The following are the transcripts of the two
interviews:
Interview 1:
The

informant was told that the purpose of the

conversation was to find out how native Chinese speakers
make contrary-to-fact statements.
descriptive:

The first part would be

an informal conversation about life in general

the second part would be a discussion of possible devices
used

in the Chinese language to mark counterfactuality.
A:

How long have you been in the United States?

B:

Only a little more than two months.

A:

How much longer do you plan to stay?

B:

One to two years.

A: Do you intend to apply for a graduate program?
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B:

No.

A:

Why not?

B:

Because my major

A:

Yaoshi

ni gai

is Chinese literature.

zuanyie de hua,

If you changed your major,
B:

Ruguo keyi gai,

could change my major,

ni

xiang

xue shema?—

what would you like to study?

wo jiu xue bijiao wenxue.--If

I

I would choose Comparative

Literature.
A:

Na ni

hui dai

xia qu ma?--Then would you stay

longer?
B:

Jiading wo nen gai

jiu qu biede

zhuanyie,

xuexiao.—Assuming

study Comparative Literature,
program

in another

I

xue bijiao wenxue,

wo

could change my major

to

I would

take the graduate

interviewer

started by asking

university.

(Interpretation:

The

questions

in real conditions such as:

apply

a graduate program?" When the answer was

for

interviewer

shifted

that
was

like

intend to

stressed as a marker.

so

The context made

the

functional

Accordingly,

the

hypothetical markers with emphasis:
the

it clear

particle yaoshi
informant

responded with appropriate answers by means of

to

the

"If you could change your major,

to study?"

it was hypothetical

In answer

"no",

to unreal conditions by asking a

contrary-to-fact question:
what would you

"Do you

ruguo...j_ru

two
if...then.

interviewer's next hypothetical question:

"Then would you stay

longer?"

the
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informant used another

salient marker:

3iading...jiu—falsely assuming ... then...to

suggest that what she said was only a personal wish,
is not
•

likely
•

to come

true.)

•

A:

Are your

family with you here?

B:

No.

A:

Ruguo nide haizi

My husband and daughter are
zai

zher,

ni

in China.

hui

youeryuan ma?—If your daughter were here,
her

which

to go

to

rang

ta shang

would you like

the kindergarten?

B:

Hui de.—Yes,

A:

Yaoshi

ni

I would.

zhangfu he haizi du nen

lai,

ni

you shema

dasuan?--If your husband and child could come here,

what

would you plan to do?
B:

Wo jiu duo dai

yixie shijian.--Then I would stay

longer.
(Interpretation:
same means

to

out how the
functional

shift

Here again,

from real

informant would

the

interviewer

to unreal conditions

respond.

particles hui—would and

The

used
to

the
find

informant used

jiu—then as

hypothetical markers.)
•

•

•

A:
you

feel
B:

Now

I'm going

to ask you some personal questions.

uncomfortable,
(Smiling)

you can refuse to answer,

O.K.
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o.k.?

If

A:

Jiashe ni

zhangfu bu xihuan ni

(falsely assuming)

your husband did

le,

not

ni

zema ban?--If

like you any more,

what would you do?
B:

(Silent

xueze de

for

ziyou.--I

five seconds)
think

I

Wo xiang wo yinggai gei

ta

should give him the freedom to

make his choice.
A:

Do you

think other women would

think

the same way as

you do?
B:

They should

a chain binding
A:

think that way.

people

You have a

together.

free mind.

(Interpretation:

The

personal question which

interviewer asked a very sensitive

is often avoided

"If your husband did not care
you do?"
"face",

To put
the

assuming,

it

using
"I

a

for

I

A:
to

the

Ruguo mashang
return

the notion of

to avoid misunderstanding.

The

five seconds—hesitation meant,

should give him the
that

what would

the particle j iashe--falsely

it was a hard question.

showed

asked

for you any more,

But

surprising yinggai--should,

think

This

used

hypothetically,

case,

in Chinese society

in a mild way considering

interviewer

informant hesitated
her

The family should not be

she did answer,

instead of hui

in

and by

would:

freedom to make his choice."

informant had a mind of her own.)

jiao ni

to China

huiqu

right away
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zema ban? —If you were
what would you do?

B:

Ruguo wo bu xiang huiqu,

lai.

Buguo wo yihou haishi heng

want

to

return

another.
A:

to China,

But I do want
Recently,

Ta

shuo

i didn't

think of one way or

to return to China someday.

there was a report about a pregnant

ruoguo

puohai.—She said
China,

xiangchu banfa

xiang huiqu de.--if

I would

Chinese woman who applied
States.

wo jiu hui

if

for

immigration

ta huiqu sheng

in the United

haizi hui

shoudao

she gave birth to a second child

she would be persecuted.

in

What do you think of her

case?
B:

I don't agree with her.

puohai.--In

fact,

Shijishang huiqu buhui

she would not be persecuted

shou

if she

returned.
A:

What do

think of birth control?

B:

It's very

important.

But some

families could have

two children.
A:

Jiading

haizi?—If

you songdong,

(falsely assuming)

flexibility,

shei

jueding

keyi

yao liangge

there was a sort of

who would decide which families could have two

children?
B:

It

should be a

family's

A:

Ruguo dajia du yao

free choice.

liangge haizi,

n<a you hui

yige

renkou baozha.—If all

families wanted

then

there would be another

population explosion.

B:

Zhedao yeshi

you

two children,

yige wenti.—This could be another

problem.
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A:

Now I'm going to ask you some other questions,

political questions,

if you find those questions too

sensitive, you may avoid answering.
B:

(Nodding).

A:

Ruguo Taiwan yaoqiu duli, ni zema kan?—If Taiwan

wanted

independence, what would you say to that?

B:

(Silent for five seconds).

look at it.

it depends on how you

From a personal point of view,

I think it is

understandable.
A: What about Tibet? Jiaru Tibet yaoqiu duli,

zema

ban?--What if Tibet wanted independence?
B:

It's up to them.

(Interpretation:

This part of conversation was totally

hypothetical regarding both personal and political issues.
Sometimes the
think.

informant was silent for five seconds to

Interestingly enough,

the interviewer used many

hypothetical markers such as ruguo—if and 3 iad ing--falsely
assuming

four times, but the informant, knowing the

hypothetical contexts,

responded with only two:

once and shijishang--in fact once.
contexts are clear,
•

•

A:

This means that when

less markers are necessary.)

•

Now I wish to discuss with you how counter factual

ideas are expressed
B:

ruguo—if

in the Chinese language.

In Chinese, particles are used. For example, we

often use

ruguo... hui ;

ruguo.. .kenen —if...then;
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if...possible.

Sometimes,

assuming...then.
A:

Sometimes we use a clause of concession:

j iran—

since.
B:

Yes,

example.
fact,

we can also use yiwei--thought,

Wo yiwei

ta

lai

le ne.—I

assumed.

For

thought he had come.

In

he didn't come.
A:

Do you

think

there

is any ambiguity

in Chinese

in

expressing counter factuality—real conditions cannot be
distinguished
B:

No!

from unreal conditions?

Particles,

intonation...all make things very

clear.
A:

One of

the American psychologists argued that

Chinese does not have a distinct syntactic construction to
mark counter factuality so

the Chinese may have difficulty

in

comprehending counter factual meanings.
B:

I don't agree with him.

Differences

in

linguistic

symbols do not necessarily reflect differences
A:

This

much of your
B:

is about all.

Thank you

for

in cognition.

letting me take

so

time.

You are welcome.

If you need me,

let me know

anytime.
(interpretation:
up the

The

final part of

informant's opinion,

that

express hypothetical meanings
Chinese can naturally tell

is,

the discussion sums

functional particles

in Chinese and

real conditions
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speakers of

from unreal

conditions.

As these particles are used in natural

conversation,

they are more convincing than separate

sentences from grammar books.)
Interview 2:
This

interview consisted of two parts.

In the first

Part the informant was asked questions about life in
general;

in the second part there was a discussion about how

the Chinese express
A:

ideas contrary to reality.

Now I'm going

don't understand,

to ask you some questions.

If you

just let me know. You are free to refuse

to answer any question which you find embarrassing. O.K.?
B:

(Smiling)

O.K.

A:

I hear you're pregnant.

How long have you been

pregnant?
B:

Six months.

A: Would you like a boy or a girl?
B:

Either will do.

A:

Did you plan to have a child

B:

I'm thirty-two already.

in the United States?

Ruguo wo guole sanshiwu, wo

jiu bu xiang yao le. — If I were over thirty-five,

I wouldn t

want any child.
A:

Ni

renwei ni yinggai

zao dier yao haizi me?--Do you

think you should have had a child earlier?
B:

Shide.—Yes.
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A:

Ruguo ni

yiqian youle haizi,

y°^ had had a child before,

ni

jiu hui mang duo

you would have been much

busier .
B:

Wo jiu hui meiyou zema duo shijian

I wouldn't have had

so much

time

for

I hear you have got a driver's

B:

Shi

Meiguo na de.

xuexi.—Then

study.

A:

zai

lai

Ruoguo

license now.

zai

Zhongfuo wo xianzai

3iu buhui kai che le.--l got my license in the United
States.
A:

If

I were

in China now,

Will your

I wouldn't be able

family or your husband's

to drive.

family come to

see you?
B:

No,

A:

Jiaru

were able
B:
If

our parents are
tamen nen

to come,

Shide.

A:

lai,

hui

to come.

you bangzhu de. — If

they

they would be a good help.

Ruoguo nen

they were able

too old

lai,

to come,

Jiaru nide

tamen hui bangzhu women de.--

they would help us.

zhangfu xianzai

If your husband decided

jiu huiqu,

ni

to return to China now,

zema ban?-what would

you do?
B:

Na wo jiu gen

ta hui qu.--Then

I would

return

to

China with him.
(Interpretation:
first shifted

into

should have had
when

This

time,

it was

the hypothetical

a child earlier

she grew older—a

or

the

realm:

informant who
she

thought she

she wouldn't want a child

topic which concerns many women
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in

China.

Similar particles were used

-falsely assuming,
A:

Now

questions.
answer

ruguo—if,

j iaru-

j iu—then.)

I'm going

to ask you some hypothetical

If you feel

uncomfortable,

you may refuse to

them.

B:

(Nodding).

A:

Ruguo ni

gaibian guojia
China,

dang

le

Zhongguo de guojia

(Laughs)

shifan

become

zhuxi,

ni

hui

zhence ma?—if you became the President of

would you make some change

B:
de,

such as

in the national

policies?

I...I...I don't know. Wo bu hui dang

zhuxi

xueyuan yuanzhang ye dang bu liao.--I wouldn't

the President of China,

not even the President of

Beijing Teachers College.
A:

Ruguo wo wen bieren

zeme da?--If
would you
B:
bu

I

were

think

to ask other

they would

Hen shao you

zhege wenti,

ni

juede tamen hui

people such questions,

how

respond?

ren hui

huida de,

liao.—Very few people would

answer

yingwei

shei yie dang

such questions,

because who could be the President of China?
A:

Why wouldn't people respond

to this question?

B:

Ruguo ni

j iuxiang

If you
as

if

said,

I

shuo,

wo hui...

would do such and

ni

such things,

zai

chuiniu.--

it would

you were bragging.
A:

Now,

yibaiwan,
dollars,

ni

another question.
hui

Jiading ni

xianzai

you

gan shema ne?—If you had one million

what would you do with

it?
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sound

B:

(Silent

youde.--l
A:
If

I

five seconds).

Ruguo wo wen bieren,

that way,

of

because

(Interpretation:

xiang bieren hui huida me?_

this question,

self-image.
it would be

When asked

she either

then she said

China and
reminds

that

the

informants:
law..."

do you think

Most people wouldn't
impossible.

"what would you do

the President of China and

dollars?"
and

Wo buhui

respond?

It's a matter

became

ni

to ask other people

they would
B:

I don't know.

wouldn't have that amount of money.

were

think

for

if you

if you had one million

laughed or became silent

for

a moment,

that she wouldn't become the President of

she wouldn't have one million dollars.

interviewer of
"The Hong

(refer

to P.

the

This

responses Bloom got from his

Kong government wouldn't pass such a
1).

The reason was perhaps similar:

these questions do not conform with Chinese value patterns:
modesty and
if

you

would

respect

said:
think

•

•

A:

"I

for authority.

would do

such and

As

the

such

informant put

things...

it,

people

that you were bragging.")

•

Now

political

I'm going

issues.

to ask your opinions about some

If you

feel

uncomfortable,

you may avoid

answering.
B:

O.K.

A:

Ruguo

If China

Zhongguo qinglue Yingdu,

should

invade

India,

ni

shi

shema

what would be your
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taidu?-

attitude?

B:

Shei ye buneng qinglie shei.—No country should

invade another country.
A: Wanyi Tibet yaoqiu duli
thousand chances)
B:

zhemebang?--(One out of ten

What if Tibet wanted

I...I don't know.

independence?

I'm not concerned with politics.

It's up to the leadership.
(Interpretation:

The informant was very reluctant to

answer sensitive political questions, not because she did
not understand the hypothetical meanings of the questions,
but because she said that she was not interested in
politics.)
•

•

•

A:

Now I'd like to discuss with you ways of expressing

counter factual

ideas

in Chinese. By the way, are you

familiar with the subjunctive in English?
B:
to use

I've read about it, but I have never quite learned
it.

A:

It's the change of the form of the verb.

In

Chinese. . .
B:

It's the use of some particles.

even more difficult to master,
A:

they are

it's the little things —

Such as...

B: We commonly use ruguo. . . j iu;
example,

Actually,

j iaru. . . li_u . For

jiaru wo xianzai zai Zhongguo, wo jiu buhui kai

Che.—If I were in China now,

I wouldn't be able to drive a

car .
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A:

There are other particles,

too,

such as

j iaru--

falsely assuming...
And

jiashe ,

jiading,--falsely assuming.

A:

What other particles can you think of?

6:

Yaoshi...jiu...—if...then.

A:

Danyuan—if only.

B:

Ruguo...jiu hao

A:

For

example,

le—if...then.

Ruguo

ta

zai

zher

jiu hao

le. — If only

he were here.
B:

We can also

say:

11 Yaoshi

ta

zai

zher

jiu hao

le."--

If only he were here.
A:

To express

we can also
Ni

benlai
B:

lai

use

keyi

something contrary to

"benlai
bu

fact

in the past,

keyi11 — could have done.

For example,

lai de.—You didn't have to come.

To make a complaint,

we can say:

"Ni

keyi

zao dier

to be ruguo...jiu

(hui) . . .

de me."--You could have come earlier.
A:

A basic

structure seems

B:

Yiwei — think,

A:

O.K.

B:

You're welcome.

Let's

assume—is also a common expression.

stop here.

(Interpretation:

Thank you.

This part confirmed

informant's view that many lexical
counter factuality
that

in Chinese.

those particles could be

Chinese
Chinese.

speakers as

the

first

items are used

The second

informant thought

just as difficult

the subjunctive

forms

to express

for

for

non-

speakers of

Both speakers of Chinese and English can think
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counterfactually but the linguistic devices they use are
different.)
4.5

Analysis
A.

Interviews are a special kind of speech event

involving participants,

setting and topic.

As far as

participants are concerned, both informants majored in
Chinese,

so they were familiar with grammatical and lexical

features of Chinese.

They did not have much English at their

disposal and had very limited knowledge of the subjunctive
forms in English.

Therefore,

by "language interference".

their answers were not affected
Although most Chinese students

learning English find the subjunctive mood

in English

difficult, my second informant made an interesting remark:
she seemed to think that to master ways of expressing
counter factuality in Chinese could be even more difficult to
people speaking

languages other

than Chinese, because in

English there are certain fixed sentence patterns, but in
Chinese,

it is those particles, "little things," as she put

it, which people often ignore. Both informants used those
functional particles freely to mark counter factuality in
Chinese.
The
well and

interviewer and the interviewees know each other
the close relationship made the conversation

natural and realistic.
B.

The setting of the interviews was the participants'

home and the atmosphere was informal. Both informants knew
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that the purpose of the research was to explore the use of
counter factuality in Chinese and that when the materials
were used,
time,

their names would not be mentioned. Most of the

they expressed their opinions without reservation.
As compared with this setting,

appearance in a New York court

(p.

the Taiwanese citizen's
2)

was formal and

threatening, because in Chinese society, courts, civil or
criminal, often mean serious trouble so the defendant was
very nervous when the judge asked him questions.

It was

natural that he took the judge's hypothetical questions as
threats.
C.

Three topics were discussed

personal experiences, political

in the interviews:

issues and linguistic

problems. Both informants insisted that the Chinese language
has salient devices to express hypothetical and
implicational meanings and that the Chinese can certainly
comprehend and reason counter factually.
general was also dealt with easily.
sensitive personal and political
informant was very prudent:

The topic of life in

However, concerning

issues,

the second

she did not want to commit

herself by answering such questions.

Her refusal was due to

the topic and not the ignorance of the counter factual
meaning of the questions.
D. When the questions were hypothetical,
entered

the informants

into the counterfactual realm accordingly; when the

questions were not hypothetical,

they switched back to real
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situations.

There was not a single example of ambiguity in

comprehending or expressing counter factuality.
linguistic devices they used

included lexical

The
items: a

series of functional particles and contextualization cues:
prosody

(pitch and stress)

and intonation.

Their facial

expressions and gestures also helped.
E.

The responses of the two

questions and political

informants to some personal

issues were different.

The first

informant was more outspoken and responded readily to
questions like:

"If your husband didn't care for you any

more, how would you react?" She thought it was only natural
that everybody should make his or her choice.

She even

expressed her opinion about sensitive political
the second

informant avoided discussing.

are personal differences

involved:

issues which

It seems that there

some people are more open

to hypothetical questions than others.
F. Discussion with my second
importance of cultural values

informant suggested the

in hypothesizing.

She thought

that most Chinese would not even think of asking a question
like:

"If you became the President of China, how would you

make decisions?"

For the Chinese,

it was simply impossible.

If one dared to say that if he became the President of
China, he would do such and such things, he would be
considered crazy—here,

the rule of modesty was disrupted.

Likewise, virtually no people in China would dream of
possessing one million dollars,

so it was very difficult for
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anyone to reply readily how he or she would spend that
amount of money. Both my informants seemed to think the fact
that "Westerners" are used to arguing, debating and
hypothesizing

is not because they have a syntactic device in

their language to promote the habit, but because their
cultural heritage encourages people to make hypothetical
statements.
4.6

Taxonomy of counterfactuals in Chinese
From the above examples taken from literary works and

natural conversations, a taxonomy of counterfactuals in the
Chinese language is suggested as follows:
TABLE 4.1

TAXONOMY IN CHINESE

lies
jokes
figures of speech:
unmarked situations * irony
satire
metaphor
hyperbole
etc.
Counterfactuals
in Chinese
<

marked situations
(use of particles
+
v pitch, stress and
intonation)

ruguo...hui
yaoshi...jiu
j iaru . ..jiu
jiashe...
jiading . . .
wanyi.. .
ylwei...
sihu. . .
haoxiang . . .
. . . ~]iu haole
... yuanlai keyi
yuanlai nenggou
etc.

\...
As

indicated

in the above table,

in unmarked situations

counterfactuals are expressed without any change in the
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linguistic constructions. This
English:

lies,

jokes,

is similar to the case in

figures of speech, etc. do not require

any distinct linguistic device to mark counter factuality.
marked situations, however,

In

the Chinese language uses

functional particles to show that something mentioned has
definitely not occurred. Contextualization cues and contexts
add to the marking of counter factuality.
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CHAPTER

5

FORM AND FUNCTION OF COUNTERFACTUALITY IN ENGLISH

5•1

Bloom's view on counterfactuality in English
Bloom

(1981)

claims that counterfactuality in English

is marked by a distinct syntactic structure known as the
subjunctive mood which enables English speakers to
comprehend counterfactual meanings.

He remarked:

English, like other Indo-European languages, has
distinct linguistic structures designed to signal
entry into the counterfactual realm--to invite the
reader or listener explicitly to shunt aside
reality considerations in order to consider a
state of affairs known to be false, not for the
purpose of simply pretending, but for the express
purpose of drawing implications as to what might
be or might have been the case if that state of
affairs were in fact true.
Actually,

English,

like Chinese and many other

languages, has a variety of ways to express
counterfactuality in addition to the use of syntactic
structures.

This chapter will first discuss the use of

counterfactuality from a broader perspective:
situations.

the unmarked

Then it will proceed with the marked situations

the subjunctive forms and other contextulization cues that
mark unreal conditions.

An analysis of form and function of

the subjunctive forms in English will also be made to
indicate that grammatical forms and their social functions
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are not always based on a one-to-one relationship,
particular grammatical
functions and one
forms

form could have many different

function could be

in different contexts.

realised by different

Therefore,

counterfactuality

not necessarily marked by the subjunctive
the subjunctive

a

forms have functions other

forms;

is

conversely,

than making

hypothesis.
5.2

Counterfactua1ity

in unmarked

Counterfactuality

in

any distinct

syntactic

5.2.1 Lies or
It
tell

its unmarked

truth

for

in

structure:

real

life that people do not want to

particular

person does not want

specific.

reasons.

to participate

can make a pretext by saying
appointment.

form does not require

pretexts

is common

the

situations

For example,

in a social event,

is

illustrated

he

that he has another

Another way to avoid commitment

This

if a

is not to be

in the following example:

The President often said: "I'll talk peace
anywhere, anytime." One meaning which can be
attributed to this sentence is "No, I won't." The
reason for this interpretation is that in most
U.S. areas, when a person says, "Drop in anytime,"
this is not an invitation...By saying "anywhere,
anytime" without being more specific, the
President's willingness to negotiate seemed
dubious (Rubin: 125).
A similar

situation causes cross-cultural

misunderstanding:
A:

Well,

I must go now.

We must get

sometime.
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together again

B: Very good. When?
A:

Oh,

I will give you a call.

B: When will you call me?
Obviously, B is not aware that "We must get together
sometime,"

is just a polite form used on parting and A is

not being specific.
5.2.2 Exaggeration for emphasis
There are statements people make all the time and both
the speaker and the hearer know that they should not be
taken literally.

For example:

That child can never learn.
I am sure nothing will happen.
She has no common sense.
He is always telling lies.
She eats all

the time.

5.2.3 Figures of speech
Contrary-to-fact statements are common in figures of
speech:
"I never die,"

says he

(Joe Hill).

He is a wolf in sheep's clothing.
That country was armed to the teeth.
I haven't seen you for ages.
Figures of speech are widely used in literary works.
For example,

the satire by Swift:

"A modest proposal for

preventing the children of poor people in Ireland from being
a burden to their parents or country" abounds in irony.
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Hyperbole,
following

another

figure of

speech can be

found

in

the

lines:

By heaven methinks

it were an easy

To pluck bright honour
Or dive
Where

into

leap.

from the pale-fac'd moon.

the bottom of

the deep,

fathom line could never

touch the ground.

And pluck up drowned honour by the locks.

iv

(Henry
5.3

Pt.

I,

I,

Counterfactuality
In

its marked

be expressed by
sentences.

forms,

you

situations

counterfactuality

the subjunctive

forms

sentences can

in English can

in conditional
indicate either a

real

an unreal condition:

If you touch her,
If

201).

in marked

Conditional

condition or

iii,

she will

touched her,

scream

she would

(real condition).

scream

(unreal

condition).
It

is

unreal conditions

subjunctive
The

forms.

present

The usual

tense:

conditional clause and
the main clause.
If
see

For

still

her garden at

this

the use of

the

the subjunctive are:
the verb

should/would + present

in the

infinitive

in

example:

it were/was dark

she

forms of

the past tense of

the picture clearly
If

that require

in here,
(But

lived here,
time of

it

you wouldn't be able

is not dark

you would

the day

here now...).
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to

in here...).

find her working

(But she does not

live

in

The past

tense:

the past perfect

tense

in

the

conditional clause and should/would + have + past participle
in

the main clause.

For

If he had arrived
caught

the

If
truth

train

example:
five minutes earlier,

(But he had not arrived early enough...).

they had visited Tibet,

(But
The

present

he would have

they should have known

the

they haven't visited Tibet...).

future

tense:

infinitive

in

the past tense or

should/would +

the conditional clause and

should/would + present +

infinitive

in the main clause.

For

example:
If he came
not

likely
If

tomorrow,

to come

she

he would be

should

remember

If
give

remember

is

us,

(But

we would not have

to

it's not likely that she

us...).

they were

to move

them some help

Shanghai

(But he

tomorrow...).

introduce ourselves again
should

interviewed

(But

to Shanghai
they are not

next month,

we could

likely to move to

next month...).

There are other constructions

that express

counter factuality:
It's

time +

It's

time you were

As

if,

as

that clause:
in bed

(...

but you are not) .

though:

He spoke as

if he were President
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(...

but he

is not).

They behave as

though they were children

(...

but

they

are not).
Suppose/imagine:
Suppose we

invested

in gold

(...

but we did not).

Imagine we were to find ourselves on the moon
I

(...

but

assume we won't).
If only:
If only we had

listened

to him!

Wish +

that clause:

I

the news were not true

wish

I'd

rather +

I'd

rather

Leech

(...

but we didn1t).

but

it

i^s

true).

that clause:

they had

(1987)

(...

left earlier

discussed

(...

the difference

but

they didn't).

in the

three

meanings expressed by different verbal constructions

in

English:
Factual meaning:
It's
fact

laughable

that he

is

in

that Septimus

is

in

love

(Yes,

it's a

love).

Theoretical meaning:

he

is

It's

laughable

in

love or not

that Septimus

should be

in

love

(Whether

is a different matter).

Hypothetical meaning:
It would be
(But actually,

laughable that

he's not

if

in love).

Ill

Septimus were

in love

As Leech sums up,

"When a verbal construction expresses

hypothetical meaning,
speaker,

that

this

the happening described did

will

not take place

5•4

Form and

(p.

function of

the

subjunctive

in English

imperative

is not necessarily

forms and conversely,

This

function

(1972)

form of

the

suggest

form-and-function relationship

was made explicit by Wilkins

Wilkins

in English

in English do not always

hypothetical meanings.

5.4.1 Form and

not, does not or

the subjunctive

subjunctive

forms

by the

62)."

Counterfactua1ity
expressed by

implies an assumption,

(1972).

relationship

cites examples

to show that an

the verb does not necessarily give an

order:
Find
Do

a

seat and

that and

Connect

on

i'll

the hose

Turn left at
turning

I'll

the

the

left

The
speaker

knock your
to

the water

traffic

in

supply

lights and

(threat).
(instruction).
take the third

(warning).

the second example

is by no means giving
but

teeth

(suggestion).

(invitation).

function of

something,

the drinks

(direction).

Watch your glass
Have a drink

get

is obvious:

someone an order

to do

is warning him or her against doing

something.
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the

Conversely, a command can be expressed in forms other
than the imperative mood:
If you don't shut the window, you'll get a good hiding.
I

insist that you do it.

You pay the bill.
You're not going out in that dress.
My husband will carry your bag for you.
In the last example,

the remark is actually meant for

the husband to do some service.
As Wilkins points out:
"Declaratives do not always express statements;
interrogatives are not necessarily questions;
conditionals are not always conditions. Putting it
the other way round, comparatives are not the only
means of making comparisons, nor in order to utter
a warning is it necessary to use the verb warn
(p. 147)."
5.4.2 Other uses of the subjunctive forms
The subjunctive mood does not always suggest unreal
conditions.

It could express an imagined possibility:

If Sue were helping,
there

they would finish on time.

is hope that they will finish.

helping

So

Let's see if she is

(James: p.48).

According to Leech

(1987) , could, would, might etc. can

also be used to express:
Hypothetical permission:
Could I see your driving licence?
Might I ask you for your opinion?
I wonder

if we could borrow some tea.
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Hypothetical volition:
Would you lend me fifty pence?
I

wonder

if

someone would help me pitch

the

tent.

Hypothetical possibility:
There could be

trouble at

the World Cup match tomorrow.

The door might be locked already.
Our

team might still win the race.

(Leech:

pp.

126-127) .

Certain verbs and

sentence patterns require

the subjunctive mood and
but

the use of

their meanings are not subjunctive

indicative:
I

insist

that

He demanded

they

(should)

that we

stop smoking.

(should)

evacuate

the village at

once.
They ordered
She

that

suggested

the work be

that

they

finished

(should)

today.

take a holiday next

month.
He proposed

that the meeting be postponed.

They requested

that

It

is

important

It

is

strange

It

is

imperative

their

that

that he
that

they

salaries be
(should)

(should)

raised.

arrive on

forget to call

the letter

(should)

time.
us.

reach him

tomorrow.
It

is necessary that they

(should)

participate

in the

conference.
It

is

a pity

that John should
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refuse such an offer.

It

is a shame that

It's a good

thing

they should be

late.

that they should

recognise their

faults.
5.4.3 Different

functions

A straightforward definition of a counterfactua1
contrary-to-fact statement.
counter factual
functions
taken

But a closer

constructions will

in different contexts.

from Oliver North's

is a

look at

indicate different
The

following examples are

testimony before

the Senate Select

Committee.
Example

1:

When Mr.

Nields,

the counsel of

the Committee had asked

many questions about the background of a military act,
Oliver

North's counsel,

Mr.

Sullivan, made the

following

comment:
Mr.
progress

Sullivan:

...

think

that we'd

perhaps make more

if he asked what the Colonel did,

what he heard,

with respect

indicating

that what

said

to me

seems
(Here,

someone

to be a

to his actions.

Nields had

what he said,
A statement

in the American government had

little

far

afield,

"we'd make more progress

Colonel did..."
Mr.

I

sir.

if he asked what the

implies dissatisfaction or complaint of what
said.)

Example 2:
Lt.
Nields,

Colonel
is

North:

that we

I

think what

is

important,

somehow arrive at some kind of
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Mr.

understanding

right here and now as

operation

if we could

is.

to what a covert

find a way to

insulate with a

bubble over

these hearings

Moscow,

talk about covert operations

and

people without

it getting

I'm sure we would do
do

that are being broadcast

to the American

into the hands of our

that.

in

But we haven't

adversaries,

found

the way to

i t.
(Oliver North was

the sale of arms
from

refuting Mr.

If

According

it had been told

Mr.
whether

first you said

you said

that

to Mr.

Colonel North:

fact,

characterized

is that

if

then

Se—General Secord—

I guess maybe

to counsel

that way,

North's

to Mr.

joked with the President. Which

characterized

(in

that you don't recall

Se--General Secord—and

that you exaggerated

that you had

Secord

the

3:
Now,

Lt.

it was a covert

the secret.)

Nields:

you said

to him,

to the American people,

Soviet Union would have obtained
Example

that

to Iran should not have been kept secret

the American people.

operation.

Nield's argument

I

is

the way
told

I

it?
should have

it to General

it was done as an enticement.

the

subjunctive mood

"I

should have

to counsel..." was meant to revise Oliver

former

statement:

a

function of making a pretext.)

Example 4:
Mr.
you,

Nields:

Now at any time did Admiral

"Don't send any memos

like this?"
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Poindexter

tell

Lt.
and

if
•

•

Colonel North:

I had been given

such an

it I would have

instruction,

followed

it...

•

Mr.

Nields:

"Stop sending
Lt.
that.

I don't recall

And,

Admiral

never

told you,

those memoranda"?

Colonel North:

It

Poindexter

I do not

is entirely possible,

recall

Mr.

the Admiral

Nields,

saying

that that did

happen.
Mr.

Nields:

Well,

have stopped sending
Lt.
(In

if

them.

Colonel North:
this case,

it had happened,
Isn't that true?

Yes.

both sides made assumptions as

Oliver North could have done,
North did

send

the documents

Nields attempted
knew very well

then you would

to what

although the fact was
to Admiral

to pinpoint the

fact,

Poindexter.

that
Mr.

but Colonel North

that an assumption was not evidence.)

Example 5:
Mr.

Nields:

Can you think of any document which would

have been more damaging

to

the President than a document

which had his checkmark or had a checkmark opposite the
"approved"
Lt.

box,

Colonel

which was one of
North:

these diversion memos?

I'm hardput

to answer

your question

counsel...
(Obviously,
which North

Mr.

Nields

finally did,

tried to force North to admit,

that he had destroyed documents

which would have been more damaging
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to the President.

Colonel North, on the other hand, was not comfortable with
the question because his answer might jeopardize his
position.)
The following list includes some different functions of
the use of counterfactuals:
Regret:
enjoyed

If you had come to the concert, you would have

it.

Reproach:

You might have told me before that the lights

did not work.
Warning:

If you were not leaving tomorrow, you would be

deported.
Wish:

If only it were summer now.

Complaint: We could have saved more time by using that
machine.
Pretext:

I would

(Cf. You could
Advice:

if I could.

if you would.)

If I were you,

I would turn off all the lights

before leaving.
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5.4.4.

Taxonomy
TABLE 5.1

TAXONOMY
/

IN

ENGLISH

1 ies
jokes

✓ Unmarked

.

fiction and

fantasy

figures of speech:
v

satire,

hyperbole, metaphor,

irony,

etc.

Counter factuals<
,'condi tionals
Marked

subjunctive moodJ
other
>constructions

5.5

Hypothetical
There are,

statements:

in

and

implied meanings

fact,

hypothetical

two types of counter factual
statements and

implicational

statements.
Hypothetical
do not have an

statements are merely contrary to

implied meaning.

There would be no
Things would not
If all
circle,

For example:

life without water.
fall but for

the gravitational

circles were big and this small

would

fact and

triangle were a

it be big?

Implicational statements often involve indirect
meaning s:
If only

I had a new car

(wish).

You should have been more careful
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force.

(blame).

I wouldn't do that if I were you

(disapproval).

If you were not leaving tomorrow, you would be deported
(warning) .
You couldn't have been more helpful

(appreciation).

To grasp implied meanings of counter factual statements,
contexts:

setting,

topic and participants and

contextua1ization cues such as prosody and intonation play
an

important part.

The same counter factual forms could have

different implications in different contexts:
The plane did not arrive on time. The delay might have
been caused by the storm.
We have come all the way here just to find the game
cancelled.

They might have given us a call

in the first

place.
In the first example,

"might have been" only suggests a

possibility while in the second,

"might have been"

implies a

complaint.
Sometimes, different constructions of the same verb may
have different implications:
I wish you a pleasant journey

(good will).

I wish Mary were here to help us

(regret, contrary to

fact) .
He looks happy
He looks as

(Probably he is happy).

if he were happy

It's time for

them to leave

It's time they left

(He pretends to be happy).
(They should leave now).

(They should have left already).
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If

I do not play my part,

I am to blame

(a general

statement).
Should

I

not play my part,

I were

to blame

(I

am going

to play my part).

What advice would you give
"What wouldst
"I

woulde

(a polite request)?

thou thinke of me

thinke

I

should weep?"

thee a most princely hypocrite."

(hypothetical question-retort,
IV,

if

from Shakepeare,

Henry

II.ii.56)

I

had hoped

that he would come again and he did come

(a

fact) .
Now

I began

to

understand him,

Highness did come again,
Disadvantages,

if

Highness did me
not

sum up,

could help

shared by members

situations.
that

told him,

if his

is,

if his

I hop'd he would
(hypothetical).

in English

In unmarked

of a community

fact meanings understood.

I

I was before

counterfactuality

the social conventions,

apparent

it:

to see me again,

surpriz'd as

unmarked and marked

resolv'd,

he should see me under no

the Honour

let me be so
To

I

and

is used

in both

situations

it

is

the cultural knowledge
that makes

For example,

in context:
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the contrary-to-

jokes and

irony are

A:

So you've brought your big guy

B:

That's the trouble.

A:

Can we get home before dark?

B: Who knows? Great traffic

(a little baby).

(traffic jam)!

Prosodic features such as stress also add to
counterfactual reasoning:
He is always smoking.
A: What do you think of Mary?
B:

Nothing wrong with her.

(I don't think much of her.)

It is also useful to point out that counter factuality
and the subjunctive forms in English are not identical.
While the subjunctive forms can be an important means to
express counter factuality in English,
functions.

they have many other

For Chinese students learning English as a

foreign or second language it is
with function.

important to combine form

In addition, a comparative study of the

similarities and differences

in the expression of

counter factuality in English and Chinese is also essential
for educational purposes.
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CHAPTER

6

TEACHING THE SUBJUNCTIVE FORMS

It has been pointed out
speakers of
similarly

in the previous chapters

in unmarked situations:

such as prosodic
by both groups.
special

speakers

ENGLISH

that

English and Chinese express counterfactuality

overstatements, metaphor,

use a

IN

features:
In marked

irony,

lies,
etc.

situations,

is

speakers of

the subjunctive

of Chinese depend more on
it

Contextualization cues

stress and pitch are also shared

syntactic device:

speakers of Chinese

understatements,

lexical

English

forms while

items.

For

not the counterfactual way of

thinking but a different way of expressing counterfactuality
in English that

is difficult.

should deal with
forms

the

in English and

chapter will discuss
teaching

of

Language

form and

the

therefore,

the subjunctive
This

theories and methods applied

to

the

the subjunctive forms with emphasis on the

Theories of

language and

Two different views of
of

function of

new rules of communication.

expression of hypothetical and
6.i

teaching,

languages:

the

implicational meanings.
language

teaching

language undergird

structural view and
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the

the teaching

functional

view.

6.1.1 The

structural view

Language

is viewed as a system of

of phonological,
this view,
forms.

grammatical and

language

is

grammatical

rules:

present,
to ask

introduced,

past and

forms

units.

Based on

for example,

emphasis

the forms of

is put on

when the
the

the subjunctive

in the

tenses.

One method of

teaching

to change the

indicate mood

to

future

the learner

lexical

teaching concentrates on grammatical

Take the subjunctive

subjunctive

structures composed

is

the

subjunctive mood:
If

she

is home,

you will

find her

in her

living-room.
(Indicative)

If

she were home,

you would

find her

in her

room.

(Subjunctive)
If he didn’t buy

that car,

he would have some money

left.

(Indicative)
If he hadn't bought that car,

money

he would have had some

left.
If

(Subjunctive)

they leave tomorrow morning,

they will get home

before dark.
If

(Indicative)

they were

to

leave

tomorrow morning,

home before dark.
Once
task

living-

of

the

attention

is paid

subjunctive

(Subjunctive)

learner

teaching

forms

they would get

the
to

is

familiar with the

subjunctive

is

the different

the major

fulfilled.

Little

functions of

the

in different contexts.
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forms,

6.1.2 The

functional view

Language

is viewed as a vehicle

functional meanings.
beyond mastery of
communication.
taught

for

for

Language teaching,

structural

forms

The subjunctive

the expression of
therefore,

aims

to effective

forms,

for example,

the purpose of performing different

are

functions

in

different contexts.
From a structural view of
succeeded"
real

Blame:

is only a contrary-to-fact statement.

He could have succeeded
He could have succeeded

The

method

taken

teaching

and communicative

the subjunctive

(if not

its

such as

language

forms

Educational

"explicit
expected
To

(1972)

in social

the audio-lingual
In

introducing

both theories will be
the appropriate use of

interaction.

objectives
defines educational

formulations of

the ways

objectives as

in which students are

to be changed by the educative process
set

the educational

following
A.

the weather).

teaching.

to Chinese students,

subjunctive

for

language may motivate

into account with emphasis on

Bloom

the

But

(if he had worked harder.)

two different views of

different methods of

6.2

"He could have

function varies:

Regret:

the

language,

The

three

factors

(p.

12) .

objective for Chinese students,
should be considered:

learner's needs
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The prospective students under discussion are English
majors at the
the

intermediate

tense and aspect of

level.

They have learned

the English verb and modal

auxiliaries

to express willingness

possibility

(can,

ought to,
mood

is

etc.).

to use

could, may,

etc.),

The purpose of

to make hypothesis,

(will,

would,

etc.),

and obligation

learning

(should,

the subjunctive

express wishes and perform other

speech acts.
B.

The

The
where

the

learners

forms are taught

is

limited.

in China,

on

The textbooks are locally produced with
the

life and experiences of

in Chinese contexts.

speakers although some

native-like

Learnability

As

counter factuality

in different ways
syntactic

the teachers are non¬

few may speak English with

in marked

situations

in English and Chinese,

structures of

difficult.

Most of

the

fluency.

C.

forms,

in schools

learner's exposure to English spoken by native

subject matter

native

situations

subjunctive

speakers
the

learning

students

the subjunctive forms

Their difficulties

is expressed
find

the

in English

involve the change of tense

different sentence patterns with different verbs such

as hope and wish and most of all,
expressed by the subjunctive
hypothesis.
important.

Therefore,
At

the different functions

forms

in context other

structures and

the first stage,

than

functions are equally

emphasis can be put on basic
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structures with relatively straightforward meanings;
different
can be
the

functions and

introduced.

implied meanings of

However,

context

is

then,

the subjunctive

important

throughout

teaching process.
The general

forms

objectives of

to Chinese are based on
A.

central
B.

Meaning,
to

the

teaching

Different

The

mastery of

final

of

form and

implicational,

is

the subjunctive.

functions of

the subjunctive apart

introduced

test of

the subjunctive

these principles:

hypothetical and/or

supposition should be
C.

teaching

the

function,

from

in context.

result of

teaching

is not only

but also the ability to

express counter factual meanings appropriately and
effectively.
6.3

Approaches
Anthony

technique

to

and methods

(1963)
suggest

used

three

terms:

three different

approach, method and
levels of organization:

... An approach is a set of correlative
assumptions dealings with the nature of language
teaching and learning. An approach is axiomatic.
It describes the nature of the subject matter to
be taught...
... Method is an overall plan for the orderly
presentation of language material, no part of
which contradicts, and all of it is based upon,
the selected approach. An approach is axiomatic, a
method is procedural.
... A technique is implemental - that which
actually takes place in a classroom. It is a
particular trick, strategem, or contrivance used
to accomplish an immediate objective. Techniques
must be consistent with a method, and therefore in
harmony with an approach as well (p. 63) .
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The suggested approach
subjunctive

is related

of communication.

As

to

to the

far

the

teaching of

theory of

the

language as a system

as methods are concerned,

form and

function will be combined with emphasis on the functional
meanings of

the subjunctive

forms

in English.

6.3.1 Contrastive analysis
This method has been used
problems

in learning a second

problems can be
tongue.

language,

to

the

expanded

grammar

to

differences

or

the level

Klein:

1986) .
in

lexicon.

in both

different

of speech act and discourse

An analysis of

in Chapter

4

lexical.

intonation,

stress on

indicated that

in English

basically

"You might have told

(Subjunctive mood,

becomes

"Ni keyi

in Chinese with emphasis on keyi — can,

sentence.

To express

uses

flat level

regrets

is

in marked situations,

"might")

time marker de plus a

Chinese

5

in English

in unmarked situations

For example,

as a complaint

(Gumperz:

similarities and

and Chapter

languages, but

syntactic versus

wo de"

it has been

linguistic devices are applied,

me before"

the mother

in the aspects of

Recently,

the expression of counterfactuals

past

influence of

the expression of counterfactuals

and Chinese made

common

although not all

Contrastive analysis can be made

phonology,

1982,

traced back

to predict the learner's

such as

tone at

zaodir gaosu

could and

the

the end of

"If only he were here!

functional markers yaoshi...jiu--if... then.

contrastive analysis of counterfactuality
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the

in English and

A

Chinese at the
wishes,

regrets,

^*ffstently
6.3.2

level of

in

speech act and discourse means how

complaints,

the

two

blames,

etc.

are expressed

languages.

Structural practice
Syntactic

meanings are
forms

structures used

the

first step of

in Enlgish,

students.

she does,

Then

does not

the

try

tell

For example:

if she will

liked

the coat,

Do you

B:

If

A:

Did

unreal condition):

B:

If

she would buy

find

I did,

is

I

to ask

they met her,

If

they had met her,

to respond

the book
would

the student

it.

they

...

I

would

...
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to use a

to questions:

interesting?

finish your work?

I had,

If

the truth.

exercise

you

So she said

forms:

contrary-to-fact structure
A:

If

truth.

told her

A similar

the coat.

to express the counter factual meanings by

the

(Response,

like

imagine a contrary-to-fact

possible situation):

her

would have

in separate sentences or

like the coat.

if she

subjunctive

(Prompt,

the subjunctive

it.

the student can

situation and

would

in context.

she will buy

hypothetically that

using

introduced

does not know

(response)

teaching

they are entirely new to Chinese

but

(prompt)

B

as

They can be

short dialogues,
A

to express contrary-to-fact

they

6.3.3 Functional
At

analysis

this stage emphasis

is put on a comparison of

different ways of expressing
counter factuality
Function

1:

the

following

functions of

in English and Chinese.
to make a hypothetical

Nothing would grow without

statement

the sun.

If we could predict the occurrence of earthquakes,
tremendous damages could be avoided.
Compare:
structure

ruguo

...

jiu—if_ ...

then

in Chinese.

Function
I

the use of

2:

to express a wish

wish John were here.

They desired

that everybody be

there by 10 a.m.

the

next day.
Compare:
expect

the use of danyuan--if

...

hope;

qiwang--

in Chinese.

Function
John

3:

to make a proposal

suggested

that we

(should)

all wait

for another

ten minutes.
The chairperson proposed

that

the meeting

(should)

be

postponed.
Compare:

a

straightforward

jianyi—suggest

without any counter factual meaning.
Function 4:

to express

regrets

If only John could cornel
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in Chinese

If

they had checked

their

luggage

in advance,

they

wouldn't have made the mistake.
Compare:

the use of

with a particular
Function 5:

jiu hao

falling

le—would have been good

intonation

in Chinese.

to give an order

The general ordered

that the troops

(should)

evacuate

the city at once.
The
before

lady demanded

she called

Compare:

that he

(should)

leave

the house

the police.

the use of mingling--order and yaoqiu--demand

in Chinese.
Function 6:

to make a

The customer

request

requested

that his money

(should)

be

reimbursed.
They required
Compare:

the

xuyao—require
It

is

that
use of

be

finished

today.

straightforward yaoqiu—request and

important

Anticipatory

to

introduce set patterns:

it + be + adj.

It

is necessary

It

is

(im)possible

It

is

important

It

is essential

It

is

content of

(should)

in Chinese.

also

imperative

Compare:

the work

+

that clause

that she get up at seven o'clock.
that they return by 6 o'clock.

that

the documents be destroyed.

that the
that

In Chinese,

"that clause"

fire be put out.

they be notified.
word order

comes

first,
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is diferrent:
and

then add

the
"is

important

(necessary,

possible,

essential,

imperative,

etc.) . "
6.3.4

Task-based activities
The methodological procedure

follows a sequence of

activities as represented by Littlewood
Pre-communicative activities:
activities

p.

86):

from structural

to quasi-communicative activities.

Communicative activities:
social

(1981:

from functional

activities

to

interaction activities.

The

following

are

some examples of

the

this

task-based

procedure:
A:

Simple sentences

are expected
the

in unreal

situations:

the students

to express contrary-to-fact statements based on

following
Present

assumptions:
tense

Assumption:

The weather

is bad and

I will not go with

you.
If

the weather _

(be)

fine,

I _

(go)

with

you.
Assumption:

This product

is expensive and

I won't buy

it.
If

this product _

(be)

cheaper,

I _

(buy)

it.
Assumption:
to

turn on

The

room

is quite warm and

the heater.
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there

is no need

If

the

(turn on)

room_(be)

not warm enough,

I

the heater.

Assumption:

I am short of

time and

I won't be able to

help him.
If

1 -

Assumption:
she does
If

not

(have)

more

time,

She won't be able

I _

(help)

him.

to accompany us because

live here any more.

she still _

(live)

here,

she

accompany us.
Assumption:

They do not work

fast enough to

finish

it

today.
If

they _

(finish)

it

Past

(work)

faster,

they _

today.

tense

Assumption:

John didn't get up early enough to catch

the bus .
If John _
_

(catch)

Assumption:

(get up)

early enough,

he

the bus.

She didn't save enough money so she

couldn't afford a new car.
If

she

_

(save)

enough money,

she

_ a new car .
Assumption:

They didn't come because
(come)

They _
Future

but

for

it rained heavily,

the heavy rain.

tense

Assumption:

It

looks

like snow and
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I will

not

leave.

If

it

(not snow) ,

Assumption:
arrive

It's not

tomorrow and

If

I will

that

not meet

they --(arrive) ,

them at
B:

likely

I

_(leave) .
they will be able to

them at the airport.
I __

(meet)

the airport.
Dialogues

Example:

Do you have a car?

Response:
Oral

No,

but

if

I had,

I

would give you a

ride.

Exercises:

Do you speak French?
Do you have a personal computer?
Do you live
Did

you go

Did you
Did
C.
The

in New York?
to

the concert yesterday?

see the dentist last week?

you pass

the TOEFL test?

Communication

in situations

use of could and would

Could you spare me a
Would you
(open

to express politeness:

few minutes?

like a cup of coffee?

the window,

speak Spanish,

turn on the light,

etc.)
Compare

the

structure

in Chinese:

. . .?
Ni

yao

Topics

...?--You want

...?

for discussion:
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Ni

nen

...?

You can

Expressing personal wishes France

this year.

Then I would

Making proposals meet every other week

I

I

time

could visit
...

that we graduate students

to exchange

environmental

wish that

spend some

suggest

Making hypothesis about
explosion,

I

ideas...

trade deficit,

population

pollution by using contrary-to-fact

statements.
In

short,

subjunctive
structures

the methods and

forms

procedures of

in English proceed

teaching

the

from simple easy

to more complicated constructions with

implied

meanings and gradually students are expected

to relate

structures

to communicative

the expression

of wishes,

regrets,

contexts.

For
to

more"

some expressions

"Ni

instead of
yao

in social

in English do not exist
"Can

I

is

turned

to

the adding

of

sentence while
be

true

help you?"

"Tai

jiu hao

the Chinese tend

"I

xiexie

can't thank you
le"--Very many

can also be applied

to show modesty,

le—would be good—at

in English

sufficient.

possibilities,

is very mild

"I

Jiu hao

wish I

is not
that

is,

the end of a

could be an astronaut"

le--would be good--in Chinese

to the expression of

in English

these

in Chinese.

The Chinese way of expressing a wish which

likely to come

would

etc.

is particularly important

shema?"—You want what?

in English

thanks.

politeness,

in English and Chinese

example,
ask:

possibility,

A comparison of different ways of realising

speech acts
because

function such as

regrets and

"He could have succeeded"
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with

proper

intonation makes

the meaning clear.

these differences will be helpful
they use

the

subjunctive forms

Awareness of

to Chinese students when

in English.
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CHAPTER

7

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter will discuss
summary of

this dissertation:

impact of cultural
7.1

Theoretical
The

the

following

topics as a

theoretical extensions and

the

values on language use.

extensions

first assumption

is:

differences

in linguistic

categorization do not necessarily entail corresponding
differences

in thought.

Bloom's paper:
study of

the

The

impact of

West goes beyond

linguistic shaping of
language on thinking

it

in the

A

in China and

the

a mere presentation of different ways of

expressing counter factuality
put

thought:

in English and Chinese.

As he

following comment:

the very fact that the English-speaking child
from the outset hears thoughts expressed in an
explicitly counter factual way and by early
adolescence is expected himself to become master
in both concrete and abstract contexts of explicit
counter factual speech, while his Chinese
counterpart does not share this linguistic
experience, must affect importantly the relative
facility each develops for this mode of speech and
thought—particularly so, moreover, for even
though the rudiments of counter factual thinking
may predate language development,
development of a facility for counter factual
thought must take place within a language a
hence be subject to whatever influence that
language exerts.
the link between language and thought in the
counter factual becomes even more interesting when
one considers that it appears to constitute o
y
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one aspect of a much more general pattern of
language and thought interconnections evident in
the psycholinguistic habits of speakers of English
and Chinese (pp. 32—33).
Here, Bloom suggested that a child's behavior and his
world view are influenced by the language he learns. As
there is a salient construction in English to mark
counterfactuality, an English-speaking child is more likely
to develop cognitive schemas which enable him to shift to
counter factual reasoning.
A Chinese-speaking child, on the other hand,

is limited

in

his comprehension of counterfactuality because of the lack
of a linguistic device equivalent to the subjunctive mood

in

English.

,

His theoretical extensions are: differences in

linguistic categorization affect the shaping of thought.
the following passages,

In

two aspects of language use which

distinguish Chinese from Indo-European languages will be
discussed to see if differences in linguistic labeling
affect people's way of thinking.
7.1.1 The making of the plural form
In English,

French, Russian, German and other Indo-

European languages,

the plural form of the noun is formed by

adding an inflection to the singular. The following are some
of

the examples of changing the singular to the plural

Eng 1ish:
book—books_,

toy—toys;

bus--buses, glass--glasses^
fly_flies,

story—stories;
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in

mouse—mice,

louse--lice;

ox—oxen.
Sometimes,

the singular and

the plural have

the same

form:
deer—deer,

fish—fish.

By contrast,

the Chinese language does not have

inflectional change
yi

ben shu—one book,

The
the

to mark

form shu—book,

same.

form of

-s or -e£;

liang ben shu--two books;

whether

his attention

singular or plural,

is put on

the numeral
yi

learns

learns

are

inflection

the noun,

that goes before the noun and

ben shu—yi meaning

term of measurement equivalent to piece

paper.

remains

the plural

is brought to the

when a Chinese-speaking child

terms of measurement:
a

form:

When an English-speaking child

the noun,

emphasis

the plural

one and ben

in a piece of

For different nouns different terms of measurement

required:
yi

p_i ma—a horse;

yi

tou niu—a cow;

yi

tiao

yi

ba dao--a knife;

yi

ge mayi--an ant;

yi

zuo

yi

zhang

yi

ba yizi—a chair;

yi

ben

she—a

snake;

fangzi—a house;
zhuozi--a

table;

shu—a book;
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is

yi

zhi bi--a pen;

In the English language only material nouns sometimes
require the use of terms of measurement such as a cup of
water,
etc.

a glass of milk, a grain of sand, a piece of paper,

In Chinese,

terms of measurement are essential:

omission of those terms would make an utterance sound
unnatural,

or even worse,

it sometimes alters the meaning:

Ta gei wo yi ba dao.--He gave me a knife.
Ta gei wo yi dao.—He thrust a knife into me.
Now two questions arise:
A:

Does the fact that Chinese does not have an

inflection to mark the plural form of the noun implies that
a Chinese child may have difficulty

in distinguishing the

singular from the plural? The answer
child can tell whether he is refering

is negative. A Chinese
to one book or two

books by the demonstrative or numeral before it or by
particular contexts.

In fact,

some Chinese students learning

English seem to think that inflections added to the singular
form are redundant since the numerals or other
demonstratives

(this,

these, some, etc.)

or plural meaning clear.

make the singular

For an English child learning

nouns, he says one foot-two foot and then he will add -s to
foot as a general rule:

foot-foots.

It is after he hears

people say foot-feet or his "mistake”

is corrected many

times that he learns to use foot-feet. From the very
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beginning, whatever form he chooses, he

is certain whether

he is refering to one foot or two 'foot'
B:

(feet).

Terms of measurement in Chinese generally relate to

the shape of the noun. Does the lack of those terms of
measurement in English for common nouns means that English
speakers cannot tell the difference in shape between a pen
and a book? The answer
book and zhi
Actually,

is also negative. For them, ben for

for pen are also unnecessary,

if not redundant.

there is a tendency in Chinese to use 'ge' more to

replace a complex group of different terms of measurement.
As far as the number of the noun is concerned,
different linguistic representations--emphasis on
inflections

in English and emphasis on terms of measurement

in Chinese do not affect Chinese and English speakers'
understanding of the singular or plural forms. Similarly,
existence or lack of particular terms of measurement do not
necessarily help or hinder people to distinguish different
shapes of concrete objects in life.
7.1.2 Tense and aspect of the verb
Grammatically,

English, French,

Russian and other Indo-

European languages are featured by tense and aspect of the
verb:

tense refers to time such as the present and the past;

aspect concerns the state of an action—continuing or
accomplished.

In Indo-European languages,

tense and aspect

are expressed through the inflections or auxiliaries added
to the verb.

For example:
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John writes every day.
(The present tense, a habitual action).
John wrote a letter yesterday.
(The past tense, an action that took place in the
past.)
John will write a letter tomorrow.
(The future tense, an action that will happen in the
future.)
John is writing.
(The progressive aspect, an action that is happening
now.)
John was writing when she came in.
(The progressive aspect, an action that was happening
at a particular time in the past.)
John has already written his letter.
(The perfect aspect, an action that has been
accomplished now.)
John had finished his letter by 10 o'clock.
(The perfect aspect,

an action that had been

accomplished by a particular time in the past.)
The Chinese verb itself does not have any inflectional
change
change to express either time or aspect,

instead, adverbials
-tomorrow serve

of time such as
s.
as time markers

To

indicate aspect, particles are used
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A.

The progressive or durative

z^e

Ta kan

zai--Tamen

zhe shu ne.—He
zai

zhen or
watering
B:

the

is

reading a book.

tiaowu.--They are dancing.

zhenzai — Ta

zhenzai

jiao hua na.--She

is

flowers.

The accomplished

le — Ta

zou le.--He has gone.

guo--Women

zuo guo henduo shi.--We did

(have done)

many

things.
wan—Ta

fan chi

wan jiu

zou.--He left as soon as he had

finished his dinner.
C:

The resultative

zhe--Ta

zhua

zhe wo de shou.--He

is

(was)

holding my

hand.
zhu—Zhe wenti

ba

ta nan

zhu le.—This problem puzzled

him.
zhong—Ta bei
D:

da

zhong

le.--He was shot.

The momentary

gang__Tamen gang

shangche.--They just went on the.bus.

cai—Xianzai

guo wu dian.—It's

cai

just past

five

o'clock.
(Classification
grammar:

is based on Gao Mingkai:

1957.)

Although Chinese does not have
aux
of

Chinese

iliaries

to mark

expressing

time:

tense and

inflections or

aspect,

adverbials of
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it does have two

time and

functiona

ways

particles,

in fact,

tomorrow,"

the specific

and

in

the additional

Again,

"Ta mingtian
time

lai,"—"He come

is marked by "tomorrow" already

"will" could be regarded as

different linguistic

labeling of

not affect people's understanding

time and aspect does

and expressing

time

languages,

Likewise,

the degrees of complexity of a grammatical

imply differences

elaborate
English,
of

it English,

of

different

do not

be

redundant.

system of
and yet

the article.

Russian or Chinese.

in cognition.

the conjugation of

the verb

than

it does not have the grammatical category
Apparently,

we cannot compare the

to the conclusion that one

sophisticated

the other.

The

system

Russian has a more

languages and come

7.2

in

than

two

is more

impact of culture on language use

There are

four

factors which are essential

in

communication:
7.2.1 Form
The appropriate

form

including

linguistic and non-

linguistic or paralinguistic devices.
are sometimes so used

in word form or word order

would

inconceivable to

Malagasy,

for example.

sentences which

sentences

them.

It has

in another

for

language

Take the language of

its peculiar way of forming

is very different from English,

Indo-European languages
some

speakers

to their own language that any

difference
seem

Monolingual

that matter.

in Malagasy:
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or any other

The following are

manasa
ny
lamba
amin'ith
savony
ity
wash
the clothes
with this
soap
this
Rasoa is washing the clothes with this soap.

Rasoa
Rasoa

mpandrafitra
any
Antsirabe
Rabe
Carpenter
there
Antsirabe
Rabe
Rabe is a carpenter in Antsirabe.
tany
Antsirabe
ny mpampianatra
there
Antsirabe
the teacher.
The teacher was in Antsirabe.
mbola
still
He is

mihira
izy
sing
he
(still) singing.

mbola mihira
still
sing
We are (still )

izahay
we
singing

ny
nahita
voalavo
rat
the
saw
The chicken saw the rat.

akoho

nahita
ny
akoho
ny
saw
the
chicken
the
The rat saw the chicken.

voalavo
rat

To an English speaker,
very "strange".

the grammar of Malagasy seems

First of all,

final position of a sentence,
(teacher),
voalavo

izy

(rat).

(he),

izahay

Second,

the subject occurs at the
like Rasoa,

Rabe, mpampianatra

(milk), akoho

(chicken)

and

the verb does not change form because

of the person and number of the subject. Unlike English,

the

verb does not have auxiliaries to form different tenses: by
changing m- to n- to the initial of the verb,
tense

the present

is changed to the past form. Malagasy does not have

case distincions with nouns,

like Russian.

In short,

if we

are not familiar with the system of the Malagasy language
and try to apply the grammar rules of our own language,
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communication will be a problem.
think

that other

from SAE
sense
of

linguistic structures which are different

(Standard Average European Language)

"illogical",

those

in spite of the

fact

are

in some

that native speakers

languages with different language structures

communicate effectively
7.2.2

It would also be naive to

in their own societies.

Setting
To communicate appropriately,

one has also

to

learn

when and

to whom he should use certain language

forms,

is,

speaks what language to whom and when"

(Fishman:

"who

1965).

Fishman discussed

relations"

and

"domains"

three concepts:
in

and macro-Sociolinguistics
language

"topic",

that

"role

"The relationship between microin

the study of who speaks what

to whom and when."

Although Fishman was mainly concerned with topic as a
regulator
general

of

language use

in multilingual

rules can also be applied

for certain

topics.

Counter factuals,

in ordinary conversation such as:
five minutes earlier!"
could also be used
discussed

and

"I

the choice of
for example,

or

philosophical

different

responses.

can occur

It

If Bloom had

in English and Chinese

to ordinary people such as how

regret concerning a past event,

political

language

wish they could help me."

in philosophical reasoning.

familiar

the

"If only he had arrived

the use of counterfactuals

by giving examples
to express

to

settings,

instead of

issues, he might have got
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Domains refer

to particular places where language

behavior occurs such as
the courts,
personal

etc.

in

informal

class

the church,

in public.

situations such as

in the

Chinese students are sometimes shy

the class and are not accustomed
after

the family,

Some Chinese are more free to express their

opinions

family than

the school,

to raising questions,

family members,

intimate

friends,

but also yield different responses.
Chinese

but

they are very active and make many comments.

Role relations not only affect the language per
among

in

se used

or with strangers,

When Bloom asked native

speakers hypothetical questions about the Hong Kong

government,

his

subjects were puzzled and did not respond

the way Bloom had expected.
by their Chinese

If

the same questions were asked

friends with explanations,

the results

might have been different.
7.2.3

Underlying values of a culture
As Keenan and Ochs

speaker

of a

language

(1979)

stated,

in any culture,

perform successfully those social
of

the

"To be a competent
one must be able to

acts that require the use

language." Without knowledge of

it would be

the cultural values

impossible to perform those social

acts

properly.
The notion of

"face"
"Face"

in Chinese society,
the personal
maintained,

if

level,
he has

a

for example,

is an

important value

is both personal and social:

a person thinks

that his

face

is

sense of confidence and assurance;
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on

on

the social

level,

to have

face means

acknowledged by the society and
disgrace

in public. When

that his

the loss of

reputation

face would be a

the New York judge asked

Taiwanese

the hypothetical question:

deported,

where would you

like

is

the

"If you have to be

to be deported

to?"

Taiwanese did not understand

the

probably thinking he was not

trusted although he had made

clear

that he would be leaving

implication:

the

he was

the next day.

judge's questions made him lose

In fact,

When some Americans visited China,

comfortable when people asked
property and

for

some women,

are considered private,

their

political

issues are sometimes

to marriage,

sex,

and

salaries,
these

topics

counter factual

some sensitive

inappropriate.

Individual differences
Individual differences

in language use are caused by

people's different character,
sex,

because

in Chinese society,

related

7.2.4

age,

in certain

they were not

them about their

questions

the

face.

We know that certain questions are avoided
societies.

it

occupation,

education,

age,

etc.
The

following

are examples of different responses to

the same question:
A:

If

you became the President of your University, what

kind of

reforms would you suggest?

B:

(A newly-graduated student

impossible.
148

in her

twenties)

Me,

A:

If you became the President of your University,

kind of

reforms would you encourage?

C:
and

kind

(An academically oriented professor)

I'm not

interested

position.

If you became

of

reforms would you suggest?

D:

(A political-minded doctoral candidate)
I

the President of your University,

would reform the administrative body,

education

specialists,

In Chapter
political
one

in administration or

I don't know,

A:

of all

what

4,

issues

first

to select

policy makers and...

the responses

from the

two

to some personal and

interviewees are different:

is more outspoken than the other.

counter factual

Well,

what

question,

The same

when presented

to different people

might yield different responses.
It

seems

linguistic
subjects.

that Bloom failed

to consider

the above extra-

factors when he experimented with his Chinese
So neither his methodology nor

the

results were

convincing .
7.3

Summary
In Linguistic

of

language on

made

two basic
A.

shaping

thinking

of

thought:

in China and

A study

the West

in

the

(1981),

impact
Bloom

assumptions:

English has a salient syntactic structure -

subjunctive mood

the

to mark countertactuality whereas Chinese
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lacks

lexical, grammatical or

express counter factual
B.

intonational devices

statements.

The lack of a distinct marking

counter factual
consequences:

to

for

the

in Chinese has significant cognitive
speakers of Chinese have difficulty

in

reasoning counter factually.
Bloom's theoretical extension was
influences

thought and

that

language

that different linguistic

categorization results

in different cognitive processes.

This dissertation does not support Bloom's hypothesis
on

the

following grounds:

A.

Speakers of both English and Chinese have similar

ways of expressing contrary-to-fact statements
situations

such as

metaphors and

the use of

irony.

jokes,

In those cases,

linguistic construction
B.

lies,

is

in unmarked

exaggerations,

no particular

required.

English has the subjunctive mood

to mark

counter factuality whereas Chinese uses mostly lexical
devices.

However,

counter factuality

expressed equally effectively
C.
as well

is semantically

in both English and Chinese.

Speakers of Chinese can reason counter factually just
as

speakers of

lexical devices,
intonation,
movement,

English.

contextulization cues

non-verbal means

etc.)

Apart from syntactic or

and contexts

(stress,

(laughs, gestures,
(topic,
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pitch),
eye-

setting and role

relations)

provide

important cues

to hypothetical

and

implicational meanings.
D.

Every language has

thought.

Differences

its own unique system to mediate

in linguistic categorization or

labeling do not necessarily entail corresponding differences
in cognitive processes.

Different degrees of complexity of

the grammatical construction do not
degrees of
E.

sophistication of

Different

languages

thought.

responses of

speakers of different

to hypothetical questions could be caused by many

variables:
occupation,
most

indicate different

cultural values,
age,

important

sex and

factors

speakers’

education background,

individual differences.

is

the cultural values

derived

rules of communication such as

modesty

rules

society.

(based on

the notion of

the

from which are

the promotion and
face)

in Chinese

These rules determine the appropriateness of

discourse:

what hypothetical questions

and how to present the questions.
and

One of

non-1inguistic

factors are

to ask,

whom

to ask,

Only when both linguistic

taken

effective communication occur.
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into consideration,

can

APPENDIX

Counterfactual

Original

Version:

In
didn't

ancient

times

there was

know any Chinese,

known Chinese,

because

trading

relationship,

Chinese

culture.

Greek

and

Chinese
which

logic

development

With
following

of

What

developmant
B.

How

C.

Only

to make

a

that

that

have

and

time
a

to
If

a Greek
name

to

time China

you

If

who

he had

and Greece had

have been

influenced by

found

the best points

out

create

a

the Greek

Chinese

content
think

of
a

logic

new advanced

large contribution

and

the

philosopher

of Decos.

integrated

very

both Greek

questions.

the

he would

logic

reference

please

A.

at

have made
of

by

He would

Chinese

would

sense,

Stocies

to

a

of

and

logic
the

philosophy.

the above,

answer

the

question doesn't make

explain why.
kind

of

of

contribution did

Decos make

to

the

philosophy?

important was Decos'
under

contribution?

what condition would Decos have been

contribution

to Chinese
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and

Greek

logic?

able

Version Two:

Bier was an Eighteen Century European philosopher who
wanted very much to
universe and

investigate the principles of

the laws of nature.

contact between China and

translated.

been able

to

there was some

the West at that time,

Chinese philosophy could be
had been

Because

found

the

in Europe,

works of

but very

Bier could not read Chinese,

read Chinese,

but

he would have discovered

few
if had

that

those Chinese philosophical works were relevant to his own
investigations.
have been
natural

the

What would have most

fact

phenomeha,

influenced him would

that Chinese philosophers,
generally

focused on the

interrelationships between such phenomena,

while Western

philosophers by contrast generally focused on
description of such phenomena as distinct
entities.
would

Once

the

individual

influenced by that Chinese perspective.

Bier

then have synthesixed Western and Chinese views and

created

a new philosophical

phenomena both
and

in describing

as

in

terms of

individual entities.

weakness

their mutual

philosophers,
and

at

deeply

focuses on natural
interrelationships

He would have overcome a

in Western philosophical

and, moreover,

forward

theory which

thought of

influenced German,

that century

French and Dutch

encouraging Western philosophy to
the

same

take a step

time approach more closely to

science.
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Please

indicate,

by choosing one or more of

the

following answers what contribution or contributions Bier
made

to

the West,

1.

Bier

natural
2.
mutual

according

to

the paragraph above:

led Western philosophy to pay attention

phenomena as

to

individual entities.

He led Western philosophy to pay attention
interrelationships among

to the

natural phenomena.

3.

He

led Western philosophy closer

to science.

4*

He

led Western philosophy one step closer

to Chinese

philosophy.
5.

None of

explain your

these answers are appropriate.

(Please

own opinion briefly).

Version Three

Bier

was an 18th century European philosopher who

wanted very much to
universe and

the

investigate the principles of the

laws of

nature.

Because

there was some

contact between China and Europe at that time,
philosophical works could be
been

translated.

been able

to

found

in Europe;

Bier coule not read Chinese,

read Chinese he would have

Western philosophers generally

found

Chinese
but none had
but

if he had

that while

investigated natural

phenomena

as

individual entities,

generally

investigated natural phenomena

154

Chinese philosophers
in terms of

their

mutual

interrelationships.

If Bier had read Chinese

philosophy he would certainly have been influenced by it,
have synthesized
created a
as

it with Western philosophy, and have

theory which not only explained natural phenomena

individual entities,

interrelationships.
a weakness

in

the Western philosophy of

leading

Please
following
made

1.

Bier

mutual

and dutch

to science.

to

the

the paragraph above:

led Western philosophy

phenomena as
He

but also

what contribution or contributions Bier

the West according

2.

French,

by choosing one or more of

to

natural

that time,

influence on German,

them closer

indicate,

answers,

their

This theory would not only have overcome

would have had added
philosophy

but which also made clear

to pay attention to

individual entities.

led Wetern philosophy to pay attention to

the

interrelationships amoung natural phenomena.

3.

He

led European philosophy closer

to science.

4.

He

led Western philosophy one step closer

to Chinese

philosophy.
5.

None of

these answers are appropriate.

explain your own opinion briefly).
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